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line. Keys return Popular Mechanics, Scientific Ameriparty" case, John Schmidt and Sher the Army's
and a
Smith was Injured. The ball was iff Clark, late yesterday were rouna it. The Navy backs failed to touch the can; Mrs. Walter, The Literary. Didied at Us six yards and added three yards more,
home here last night Death was due Yale was then penalized five yards Harvard's on Yale's1 38 yard line. Hai"
jury ball and the Army got it on Its own gest and others adding to the view, the Railway Age, etc., are on the
fuilty of assault an battery by a been
to pneumonia which developed after for off side play. It was Harvard's vard tried a forward pass but Howe tn
had
line. MacDonald went through available magazine stock, two of reading table.
that
Grover's
court,
Judge
'
ball on Yale's 45 "yard line. :.
an operation wnicn be underwent
Gifts may be addressed to Mrs. Paul
caught the ball and it was Yale's on out continuously since 11:30 o'clock Navy center for fifteen yards to the the latest additions being a com
week ago for, gall stones.
line. -.
plete annual volume of two famous, A. F. Walter, chairman, or any other
Then Harvard lost 5 yards for off- their 30 yard line. Freeman took Tnursday morning, A.. N. Slmms, the Army's
side playing. Potter tried a forward Spalding's place. . Howe kicked out third defendant, was acquitted.
Philadelphia, Pa., NoV. 25. Keys beautifully illustrated German maga- member of the Library Committee, or
""""
IN CASH'
on a fake kicking formation made 20 zines. Harpers, The Century, Scrlb to Mrs. B. M. Thomas, president of the
. BIG DECREA8E
pass but the ball went to Yale on of bounds on Yale's 53 yard line!
RESERVE OF BANKS. the 30 yard line. Philbin then went
ners, Colliers, Suburban Life, Travel, Woman's Board of Trade, and will be
Reynolds tried Yale's left end for no BARNETT FOUND GUILTY OF
yards to the Navy 45 yard line.
KEEPING 8AL00N OPEN
The same play repeated gave Keys Leslies' Records of the Past, etc.,' are duly acknowledged In the columns ot
(By Spetfal Leased Wire to New Mexican) through Harvard's center and ran 35 gain. Harvard was forced to kics and
New York, N. Y, Not. 25. The yards. He was thrown by Potter In it was Yale's hall on their own 35
The Jury In the case of the Terri only three yards. MacDonald lost always available. Througn the cour- the New Mexican.
statement of clearing house banks tor mldfleld. :
Pay the Library a Visit
yard line.
New Mexico vs. Joe Barnett, three yards on a line bucking play and tesy of the New Mexican, St. Louis,
tory
The Public Library has become an.
the week shows that the banks hold
There was holding m the Harvard rtiarawi with keeping his saloon, Keys punted to Rhodes, who was Kansas City, New York, Los Angeles,
Philbin could , not gain, and then
In
excess ot. Wat came still
19,375,960 reserve
Denver, El Paso and other daily pa attractive place of assembly In which,
another western hift Phil- line and it was Yale's ball on- their "The White Elephaift'" open on an downed on the Navy II yard line.
Gilchrist signalled the ball to Nick pers, as well as the Mining World, to spend an evening pleasantly an
requirements. This Is a decrease of bin made five yards and Yale made own 42 yard line.
election flay, at Albuquerque, return13,705,260 in the proportionate cash a clever attempt at Short
e
Mining Science, the Engineering and
kickPlnsl Scots, 0 to Oi
ed a verdict ef guilty; yesterday even
Continued on page four.
Teterre es compared with last week. ing. The ball went to Harvard on , Final score; Yale, 0; Harvard, 0.
Ocmtmnei on Pag SavtaJi
Mining Journal, the Far Eastern Re- Sian-mon- s,
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Store
The Little
to the Front.
Always

Cooking and Baking Bags
WE HAVE THEM.
We'll have

for our Customers

THANKSGIVING TURKEYS

Bananas,
Oranges,
Nuts,
Grape Fruits,
Pium Pudding.
Crnberries,
And All Kinds of Vegetables.

If
WE

EF!
GIVE

Southern Corner Plaza.
TICKETS
REGISTER

Santa Fe.
WITH

Telephone No.

ALL

The Delicatessen

CASH

40.

PURCHA8E8.

Stre

We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday
Phone,

If

LOUIS NAPOLEON

Black.

r

? VI.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1911.

Gonzales wi
u, ;;;;'
ALL YOUR STOMACH
TROUBLE VANISHES.j for theft, 'ii'aki 11. i..l ';!;.!
one to two years and a tine i
Indigestion, Gas, Heartburn and Dys- for stealing a team. Juan Herrera
was given eight to twelve year for
pepsia Go and You Feel Fine in
Five Minutes.
burglary but sentence was suspended
on account of his youth.
Every year regularly more than a
stomach sufferers in the
million
Death of Aged Veteran.
United States, England and Canada
Former Post Commander Joseph
take Pape's Diapepsin and realize not Phillips of G. K. Warren post rt the
Grand Army, answered his last roll
only immediate, but lasting relief.
This harmless preparation will di- call yesterday at Albuquerque.
He
gest anything you eat and overcome, was 68 years old. Mr. Phillips leaves
stomach four daughters, his wife having prea sour, gassy or
ceded him to the last great sleep some
five minutes afterwards.
If your meals don't fit comfortably, years ago. He served in several regior if what you eat lies like a lump of ments during the great conflict, first
lead in your stomach, or if you have enlisting in the 71st Illinois volunteer
heartburn, that is a sign of indiges- - infantry. He was a private of com-tiopany K. in this regiment, and served
e
Get from your Pharmacist a
with honor until his discharge in
of Pape's Diapepsin and take a tober, 1862, his enlistment having then
dose just as soon as you can. There expired. He
in the same
will be no sour risings, no belching of month in the 15th Illinois' cavalry as
undigested food mixed with acid, no a private. He was transferred from
stomach gas or heartburn, fullness or Company F of this organization to
heavy feeling in the stomach, Nausea, Company L of the 10th Illinois
Headaches, Dizziness or ry, from which he was discharged as
Intestinal gripings. This will all go, a sergeant in October, 1865, at the
at one
and, besides, there will be no sour close of the war. He serve
food left over in the stomach to poison time in the same command as his
father.
your breath with nauseous odors.
Pape's Diapepsin is a certain cure
for
stomachs, because ft
takes hoI"d of your food and digests it
CIURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
just the same as if your stomach

RETAIL

bog-lan-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

e,

Fairy-Thor-

:

."

'"J

services was larger than usual; but remember that the church will not be
faithfully witnessing to God, or adequately doing His work until every
member realizes his duty to be present at every service, unless prevented

LEO HERSCH

45

CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES

1

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

1

J

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

SUNDAY DINNER.
35c
.
RelisKes
Lettuce With Hard Boiled Eggs,
SOUP.
Mock Turtle

35o

f,

ad

Ft

h

J. CRICHTON

R.

LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

" The

Quality Coal."

HACK LINE
TO

Bounds Trains.

Sentenced By Judge Roberts.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
at

ua

and

U3

tmminnmimntmMtmm4

settle Turin.

TEerCI Cento,

Prey.

judge Roberts at Las .Vegaa sen
tencedi A. H. King to from three to
five years in the penitentiary for
burglary; Ben Wyant was given three
to five years and J. Mitchell from four
to five years for burglary. John Has- kley who forged a check was given
irom one to three years. Francisco

int

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phono

If its Hardware Wo Have

14.

it

Phone 14

S

Attention!

Bring your raw furs and hides
to us to be tanned and made into
the latest style garments, rugs,
robes, etc. Animals and birds
mounted at reasonable rates.
Phone 6619 BIk.
Santa Fe, N. M.

F. F. GORMLEY

BOILED.
Calf Head,
Scalloped

Sour Kraut
ENTREES.
Oysters,
Veal Fricasee

ROASTS.
K. C. Prime of Beef, au Jus
Chicken with Dressing
VEGETABLES.
Mashed Spuds
Baked Squash
DESSERT.
Lemon Pie
Apple Pie
'
Coffee
Tea

Why Import Mineral Water ?
WHEN

:

YOU CAN

(JET THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
CnorS o H itU
all HSn MAM 1L ...
1

Delivered to your house.

Patronize home Industry.

Leave orders

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
MEN AND WOMEN
FOR GOVERNMENT

WANTED

POSITIONS.

Free booklet tells about 360,000
protected positions In U. 8. Civil Ser
vice.
More than 40.000 vacancies
lifetime employment
every year,
Easy to get. Just ask for examine-- i
tion booklet
Now Mexico Civil 8er-vice School, Albuquerque, N. M, Box
452.

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS

THURSDAY

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
and """"proved City Property, Orchards
andRancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches In theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water
rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

FOR

1

CAT

P

via JiLL

lmproved

Modern Residences for

Rentf

F.M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.

Agency

Phone Red

No. 22.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Phone, Red No. 2)

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Phone us. we will be rlad to call far
year laundry on Mondays and Tues
days and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work is guaranteed: your socks
are mended and buttons sewed on

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

now
,

a.

sc

AVKNUI
o. r jnpw

Telephone

85

LumD

CERRILL08

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,
MONTEZUMA

Wood
X

Smithies Ooal. Steam Goal

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

v

Telephone 85

year shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

PHONE REV 122

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

LIVERY STABLE

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

e

La Salle Restaurant

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single

,

.

Surries, Saddle Horses.

CHAS. QANN, Prop.

New York Chop Suey 50c.

at

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

AND FRIDAY

Leaves Barranca en the arrival of
Telephone II.
the north bound train and arrives at Two Doors Below F. Andrew! Store.
Taos at 7 p. m,
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Ten miles shorter than any ether
Eooms for Rent 25c and 60c
way. Good covere hacks and good
Short Orders at All Honrs.
teams. Fare 95.00 round trip. Teams
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.
furnished commercial men to take in
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo French Noodle Order 20c a ein, '
Station.

i

MRS. GOOD COOK:
MR. GOBLER ESPECIALLY
REQUESTS THAT HE BE CARV.
ED WITH A BRAND NEW
CARVING SET.
OUR CARVING KNIVES WILL CARRY A RAZOR EDGE AND
AND MAKE CARVING QUICK AND EASY.
YOU'LL BE GLAD TO HAVE YOUR FRIENDS DINE WITH
YOU IF YOU HAVE NEW KNIVES, FORKS AND SPOONS FOR
TABLE. COME AND SEE OURS.

Coronado Cafe

hi

COMPANY

wnm um

Are you
by some sufficient cause.
aiding God's work by regular attend
ance or hindering it by thoughtlessly
supposing that your presense or absence is of no importance to anyone
but yourself?

Santa

grain

w41ck

Eczema from Top of Head to Waist.
Suffered Untold Agony and Pain.
Doctors Said It Could Not Be Cured.
Set of Cuticura Remedies Successful When All Else Had Failed.

(By Arthur Stringer.)

First Presbyterian Church.
(Rev. B. Z. McCullough, Pastor.)
Sunday school 9:45 a. m., Alan R.
used to be;
McCord, Superintendent.
The soft lush green o' hillsides, the
AdMorning Worship 11 o'clock.
soft encircling sea;
dress by Judge McFie entitled: "What
The still and purple moorlands, where Presbyterianism Has Done for Amerithe plovers call;
ca."
the lough
The soft end misty
Christian Endeavor, 6:30 p. m.
and purrin' fall;
Sacred Concert by Choir, 7:30 p. m.
The heather on the brake-sidthe
Union Thanksgiving Services, No
sleepy fields o' hay;
vember 30, 11 a. m.
n
and Whin-BusThe
the AH are cordially invited.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
gold Gorse and the May;
St. John's Methodist Church.
An kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds ii bolkaod package The low wall and the roof thatch, so
ALFALFA SEED.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m. Dr. C. O.
mild wid moss and mold;
Harison, superintendent.' Let every
The soft cries av the childer, the Harrison, superintendent. Let every
Fe
house in
The only exclusive
soft eyes av the ould;
place on time. The preaching service
And best and last, the Springtime, all at 11 a. m. will be devoted to the ad
muffled wid the rain;
ministering or the partaking of the
But never wanst those soft ways for Lord's supper. This is to be done in
remembrance of Jesus and as a prep
Phone Black me and mine again!
II
aration for the year's work that is be
This new land has no soft ways; 'tis fore us as a church, therefore all
members should be present and all
mortial hard and stern;
Tis work and fret your way out, 'tis friends who wish to work, through
the means offered by the Methodist
moilin' iv'ry turn!
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A SELECT LINE OF
Alanna, all the soft things the throub- - church, for the upbuilding of Christ's
led city sees
kingdom on earth are invited to com:
Is laughin' gerrls wid soft mouths still mune with us. Epworth League at
6:30 p. m. Marlon Law, leader. Subswarmln' thick as bees!
Handkerchief Cases, Manicure Sets, Sewin; Cases, Book Marks and
And me that's used to ould ways, ject "Home Missions and Church Extension." Preaching service at 7:30,
with nothin' else to find,
a great many other novelties all beautifully hand decorated in
the
pastor's theme being "The King's
I
me
seek
soft
leave
a
and
out
mouth,
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
j . colors.
Folly."
the rest behind;
The Thanksgiving service will be
I seek the only soft thing their fret- Thanksgiving Post Cards.
held in the Presbyterian church on
tin' streets can hold
For women in the New World are kind Thursday at 11 o'clock, and it Is hoped
that these who dwell under our beas in the Ould!
loved flag shall meet to join in offerSan Francisco Street
ing praise to Almighty God and de
vote thanks for the loving mercies He
MOUND THE STATE
has given us. J. M. Shimer.
Church of the Holy Faith.
(Rev. John W. Heal, priest in charge)
Democratic Paper Dies.
The Sunday next before Advent
El Bien Publico published at Taos, Services: Holy communion 8 a. m.;
a Democratic paper In Spanish, has morning prayer, Litany and sermon
given up the ghost after a brief and 11 a. m.; Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
fitful life.
The subject of the sermon will be:
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
The Prophets Who Come in the Spir
Fourth Victim of Scholle Wreck.
Call of Adit and Power of Elijah--th- e
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND 15
Brakeman George O. Thorne, fright vent to Social Service." Read Mala-cONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
fully scalded in the wreck at Scholle,
4; St. Matthew 11,7-1on the Belen cut-ofdied yesterday at
LEARNARD-LINDEMANThe attendance at last Sunday's
N
the hospital at Albuquerque, the
victim of this week's freight
are ordering in car-loshipments for Holiday Trade. Place your fourth
That Contain Mercury.
wreck.
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
mercury will surely destroy the
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
sense of smell and completely deSoldiers Will Pass Through.
and Arizona purchasers.
Three trainload of soldiers bound range the whole system when entering
from Sacketts Harbor, N. Y., to the it through the mucous surfaces. Such
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA
Philippines, will pass through Lamy articles should never be used except
on next Friday. They are the officers on prescription from reputable physi
Established 1900
LEARNARD &
as the damage they will do is
and men of the Twenty-fourtRegi- cians,
LIN DEM ANN CO.
ten fold to the good you can possibly
Albuqurque, New Mexico ment of
Infantry.
derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
F. J. Cheney
manufactured
Cure,
by
Indictments for Murder and Other
& Co., Toledo, Ohio, contains no merCrimes,
and is taken Internally, acting
The grand jury at Las Vegas yes- cury,
upon the blood and mucous
directly
seven
returned
true
bills and surfaces of
terday
the system. In buying
live no Dins. l.uis veiasquez was Hall's Catarrh Cure
be sure you get
indicted for murder.
He is ac the
It is taken internally
cused of killing his wife. Five true and genuine.
made in Toledo, Ohio by F. X
bills were returned against parents
Testimonials free.
Cheney & Co.
because they neglected to send their
Sold by druggists. Price 75c per
children to school.
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills tor consti'
Unlucky Thirteen and Friday,
pation
It is not uncommon for the number
13 to be blamed for all sorts of things
but the theory that that number is
unlucky received a great access of WOOD'YS
strength Friday morning when four en.
Near Union Depot
333 HICKOX STREET,
glues, eacn of which included the
Prom
mystic numerals in its official numRED
100.
PHONE,
TAOS
BARRANCA
ber, figured in a minor smash in the
Santa Fe yards near the coal chutes.
Meets Both North South
Albuquerque Herald.

AND

SCALESJNDCRUSTS

T tnlron- with PTTATTDk
" Dm.. 41mA
.I"". Dim Wtt.
from the top of my head to my waist. It
.
. . "
VCKIUI t. 1 .11 HUlltS .
""J
untold itching and burning, and could not
eleep. I was greatly oisngurea wnn scales
and crusts. My ears looitea as a iney nan
been most cut oS with a razor, and my neck
was perfectly raw. I suffered untold agony
Oc-casand pain. I tried two doctors who said I
had eczema in its fullest stage, and that it
could not be cured. I then tried other remedies to no avail. At last, I tried a set of
the genuine Cuticura Remedies, which cured
me. Cuticura Remedies cured me of eczema
when all else had failed, therefore I cannot
g
praise them too highly.
"I suffered with eczema about ten months,
but am now entirely cured, and I believe
Cuticura Remedies are the best skin cure
there is." (Signed) Miss Mattie J. Shaffer,
R. F. D. 1, Box 8, Dancy, Miss., Oct. 27, 1910.
,
"I had suffered from eczema about four
on
years when boils began to break. out
different parts of my body. It started with
affected
was
back
first,
rash.
fine
red
My
a
when it also spread over my face. The itching
was almost unbearable at times. 1 tried
different soaps and salves, but nothing seemed
wasn't there.
to help me until I began to use the Cuticura
Relief in five minutes from all stom.
Soap and Ointment. One box of them cured
Cathedral Church.
me entirely. 1 recommended them to my
Sunach misery is waiting for you at the Nov. 5, 1911. Twenty-Fourt- h
sister for her baby who was troubled with
store.
completely cured
drug
day after Pentecost. First mass at 7 tooth eczema, and they
F. L. Marberger,
contain
cases
These large
o'clock a. m. Second mass at 9:30 a. her baby." (Signed) Mrs. 1010.
more than sufficient to thoroughly m., in English. Third mass at 10:30 Drehersville, Fa., Sept. 6,
Although Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
cure almost any case of Dyspepsia, a. m. in Spanish.
Ointment are sold by druggists and dealers
disorder.
stomach
or
Indigestion
everywhere, a liberal sample of each, with
Lady sf Guadalupe.
on the skin and hair, will
First mass 6 a. m. Second mass be sent, booklet
on application to Potter
post-fre- e,
SOFT WAYS.
m.
a.
Chem.
Corp., Dept. 4B, Boston.
(kigm)
Drug 4

I
Alanna, what a soft land the Ould Sod

WHOLESALE

HIED WITH

,;.!

CALL

UP

Phone 9

CHAS. CLOSSON

Tktf h. Reed

of Anyfhfix

hTtoUVElY

Differs FirikheaV
Ave.

LINE.
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THE CAPITAL TAILORS
253 San Francisco Street.

Movement for Abolition of
Betting at Race Tracks
in Denmark
THEATRICAL

LADIES' AND GENTS' TAILORING
more eloquent than claims. It is not
FACTS are
we say that will attract you to our store,
but what we DO. Our proposition for today is a
live wire. We are here to stay. Our method in making your acquaintance will put money in jour pocket.

OUR OPENING DAY OFFE- REXPIRES THI5 EVENING
If yo u did not place your order today you still have a chance
FOR LADIES

The Last Call

$40.00

For these Special Prices good for a few
-:
-:
-:
:
hours longer.

Please notice

:-

FOR GENTS

$30.00

:-

:-

Let us have your measure this evening SURE.

that these Garments are

JOSINESS!

MEASURED, CUT, FIT AND COMPLETED in Our Store.

By Special Leasea Wire to New Mexican
Nov. 25.
Copenhagen, Denmark,

Scandals arising from racetrack and
lottery gambling have been growing
to such an extent in Denmark for the
past few years that the movement
for the abolition of the practices is
becoming strong. Although the num
ber of lotteries has steadily increased
the demand for tickets continues to
grow and on both the running and
trotting tracks enormous sums are
wagered.

It is believed that the growth in
peculation and similar crimes is directly due to this fever for gambling.
Several cashiers of labor unions have
lately been arrested for embezzling
funds entrusted to their care and the
causes of their peculations have been
traced to the betting mania.
The movement for the control of
lotteries and betting is growing, but
there is no immediate prospect of its
success.
The government gains a
considerable income from both lotteries and racetrack betting, and as there
has been a deficiency in the state
budget for the last few years, any attempt to sweep away this source of
revenue will meet with strong opposition.

Theatrical Business Bad.
Never before in the history of the
Danish theatre has business been so
bad as during the last main season.
Lately the old Casino theatre was obliged to close nd the new manager
was compelled to resign. The staff is
trying to continue the season by playbasis. The other
ing on a
theatres with the exception of the
and the Norrebros
Royal Opera
Theatre, which is managed by the
popular parody actor, Frederik Jensen, would also be playing to empty
seats did they not give out large numbers of complimentary tickets every
night.
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all staunch"
construction,
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Ali pure wool,
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WE GUARANTEE

or the

Unrestricted

1

1
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Privilege of Rejecting

the Garment
Without Paying
One Penny

Q

t
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II
O 3
Q
JQ

JJ
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ArlD .domestic woolens ever shown in
EI ECTI I INE
2fANTA
THE
J?10
FE. Southerland Homespuns woven by the retailers of the
Wn
I
LI
UK r ii WjU
Duke and Duchess of Southerland. " Harris Tweeds," handwoven

by the sturdy crofters of Harris. Orkney Homespuns, the softest and most Ideal of all homespuns.
McBeth Tweeds, Kendall Browns, and many other Scotch Goods .that come in patterns impossible of
duplication, because the hand of man never fashions twice precisely the same, and most of the goods
are
creations. We shrink every yard of cloth even the canvas and edged
tapeby the
cold water process, which takes out every iota of shrink and makes the
good
garment's
;
shape keep to the last hour of wear.
REMEMBER, this Is POSITIVELY OUR OPENING DAY OFFER for one day only, merely our
way of getting acquainted.
hand-loom- ed
old-fashio-

ned

;

,

SYUFY & YOUNG,

The Capital Tailors,

253 San Francisco

Street

Mrs. Hansen, In
Letter From
Mobile, Tells How She Gained It

Mobile, Ala. "I snffered for seven
rears, with womanly trouble," writes
Mrs. Sigurd Hansen In a letter from
this city. "I felt weak and always had
POOR a headache and was always going to
the doctor. At last I was operated on,
and felt better, but soon I had the

Philippine Official Seeks to
Learn From Danish Agricultural Progress
i

G00D APPETITE

GAMBLING

1

The managers ascribe the lack of
attendance to the new tax on theatre
tickets, but the real reason probably
lies deeper. A large number of former theatre patrons cannot afford to
attend on account of the prevailing
hard times and the increased cot of
Another reason is the class
living.
of dramas lately supplied to Danish
audiences.
The people are growing
weary of plays which contain inerml- nable discussions about socialism,
strikes and woman suffrage.
The
theatre patrons get enough of these
discussions in their newspapers and
at meetings.
The most successful plays of the
season have their settings sixty or
seventy years back, when the nervous
tension was not so great as It is toThe final reason is one which
day.
has caused world-widlosses to the
theatre and that is the growing popu
larity of the moving picture shows.
Touring Denmark.
G. A. O'Rielly, who is an official of
the government of the Philippine Is
lands, has just finished a six weeks
tour of Denmark which he has made
for the purpose of studying agncultu
ral and industrial conditions.
He
was especially impressed with the
agricultural progress of Denmark and
expressed his surprise that in this
country there Is no question that
The investigator exfarming pays.
pressed the belief that this result had
been brought about by the
system among farmers the sympathy between these
unions and the department of agriculture and the scientific handling of agricultural problems by the

ball Universe, Charles
Brooklyn, Tip O'Neill of
League, Cal Ewlng of
Coast, and younger men

LADY'S

same trouble.
My husband asked me to try CarduL
I felt better after the first bottle, and
now, I have a good appetite and sleep
well. I feel fine, and the doctor tells
me I am looking better than he ever
saw me."
If yon are sick and miserable,. and
suffer from any of the pains due to
womanly trouble try Cardul.
Cardul is successful because it is
composed of ingredients that have been
found to act curatlvely on the woman-l- y
constitution.
For more than fifty years, It has been
used by women of all ages, with great
success. Try it. Yo- -r druggist sells

Ebbetts of
the Western
the Pacific
such as Bill

n
Clymer of Wilkesbarre, "Happy"
of Vernon,
California, Bill
Schwartz of Nashville and Dale Gear
of Kansas City.
Leidy and O'Rourke, veterans of the
diamond and players yet, proved a
formidable battery for the east: too
much for the west.
The Pittsburg-Bridgepocombination had the westerners swooping all the time. Had it
not been for "Kid" Block the ball
magnate of San Antonio, George Leidy
probably would have scored a shutout
, for the east. Block had taken off bis
j glasses and could not see the ball,
I
consequently, In the fifth inning, he
singled over first base, went to sec
ond on an error, was carried to third
after an error and slid home on his
chins with his team's first run on an
overthrow. Block broke into the game
late and afterwards was all swelled
up with his batting average of a thousand. President Ebbetts of Brooklyn
started as an umpire, but disliked the
life, called a policeman to get Cly
mer on a charge of being a disturber,
and took the Iatter's place at econd
base for the east As a disturber
Clymer proved a decided succes".
Acting as manager for the eastern
and undeterred by fines of $3000
and $4000 every few minutes, he gave
the umpire a merry time. Cal
Ewing, manager of the western team
was almost equally vociferous and the
umpire touched his bank account
The
quite heavily in consequence.
umpires were arbitrary, there was little doubt of that, and President Baum
of the Pacific coast, class AA circuit,
called balls and strikes with absolute
abandon.
Features of the attack by the east
were the batting of Carr, Schwartz
and Jimmy Burke, and Dale Gear who
with Austin won the Texas League
flag of 1911, was the banner smiter
for the west. The teams were made
up as follows:
East Burke, short stop; Montgomery, left field; Clymer, second base;
Carr, first base; Schwartz, center
field; Newman, right field; Phelan,
third base; O'Rourke, catcher; Leidy
pitcher; Ebbetts, second base.
West O'Neill, left field;
Gear,
short stop; Holland, first base;
third
Hogan, catch
er; Stis, second base; Dickerson, cen- ter field; Ewing, right field; Baker,
pitcher-thirbase; Block, right field.
chief:
Surname,
Umpires Tim
President Baum of the Pacific Coast
League, President Charles Ebbetts ot
the Brooklyn Club and Denny Long ot
the Pacific coast.
Ho-ga-
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Write to: Ladlw' Advisory Dtpt., Chatta.
MtdicintCo., Chattanooga. Tenn.. for Special
book. " Home Treaunoat
Instruction!, and
tr Women." sent in plain wrapper, on request.
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"COME BACK" CHAMPIONSHIP
BASEBALL GAME.
Magnates and Old Time Players Had
an Interesting Time at the
Close of Convention,
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 24. The
East won from the West, but the real
interest was not the score, curious as
this may seem, but in the players in
the ball game on the closing day of
the National Baseball convention.
Former heroes of the diamond, now
magnates in the Association of Professional Baseball Leagues, presidents
of clubs, and some of the veterans
"
who have not yet become
cham
played for the "comeback"
pionship of the United States, East
vs. West. The East won by its eavy
batting under any and all conditions,
the score being six to two.
It could not be said that any of the
players had an imperfect knowledge
di the game, but possibly some had
But
forgotten a few minor details.
they played hard, so hard that when
at 3:40 o'clock the game having been
f
begun at 2 o'clock, after five and
innings had been played, the um
pire called the game because of darkness he said, all were tired. But the
tired feeling was a mere bagatelle to
the soreness the next morning.
The names of the players are well
known to fandom in all parts of the
James O'Rourke of the
country.
Bridgeport (Conn.) club, formerly a
tower of strength for the New York
Nationals; Dick Phelan of the Base
"has-beens,-
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Backache, Headache, Nervousness
and rheumatism, both in men and women, mean kidney trouble. Do not allow it to progress beyond the reach
ot medicine but stop it promptly with
They regulate
Foley Kidney Pills.
the action of the urinary organs. To
nic in action, quick in results.
For sale by all druggists.
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feature

of
agriculture
Mr. O'Rielly was the
regulation and control of the milk,
butter and egg supply of the country.
Ha considers that this system is
responsible in a large measure for
the high reputation of these products
in the foreign markets.
The poverty of Danish orchards and
the lack of handicrafts in the country
were the only points which seemed
to have impressed the Investigator

foot well shod.
When you want shoes
to properly match the
new gown or suit you
will wear when going
out or receiving company, let us provide you;

Mr. O'Rielly will visit other coun
tries in Europe and on his return to
the Philippines he will endeavor to
make practical use of some of hit observations for the improvement of
agricultural and industrial methods
there.
Vocal Journalist.
The vocal journalist is the latest
novelty in Copenhagen and he is becoming a popular feature at festivals,
exhibitions, and other entertainments.
He is also seen and heard at fashionable cafes and restaurants where he
delivers the news with comments during the band pauses.
The owner of one of the largest
hotels here has developed the idea
further, and in the palm court of the
hotel after each theatrical first night
the vocal journalist will criticize the

with strictly
footwear, and you may
rest assured you will
get the very latest style,
the most perfect fit and
the best quality for the
least money.
up-to-d- ate

Men's Fine Shoes, .

LOAD.

Seems heavier when he has a weak
back and kidney trouble. Fred D
Mail Carrier, at Atchison. Kan.
says: "I have been bothered with
kidney and bladder trouble and had
a severe pain across my back. When
ever I carried a heavy load of mall
Some
tny kidney trouble Increased.
time ago, I startsd taking Foley
Kidney Pills and since taking them
I have gotten entirely rid of all my
kidney trouble and am as sound now
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ts ever."

For sale by all druggists.
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. $3.50

to $6.00

j

Men's Pumps & Oxfords, . 2.50 to 5.00

performance.
CARRIER'S

of the foot is

as nice an art as the
grooming of the body,
and you know that no
part of a man's or woman's rig is more attractive than a pretty
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when this fact is referred to, because
it might create an unfavorable impression. But others are awakening to this
enormity, this murder lust which goes
unpunished. The newspapers this
week reeked with details of murder

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
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It is sent
The New Mexican ia the oldest new apaper in New Mexico.
every poBtoffice in the Territory, and has a Urge and growing circulation
'
among the intelligent and progressiT e people of the Southwest.
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Alexander Read,
attorneys,
George E. Remley, J. E. Griffith, H.
B. Hamilton and C. W. G. Ward, while
the Democrats elected M. U. Vigil, K,
trict

ON THE EVE OF THE ELECTION
CANVASS.
It is anomalous that on the eve of
the official canvass of the votes cast
for state, judicial and legislative candidates, the main doubt exists as to
the difference in the vote between two
candidates on the Republican ticket,
and not between Republican and Democratic candidates. The unofficial returns, practically all to hand, revised
and carefully computed, show the
'
election, to be governor, of William C.
McDonald over Holm O. Bursum by
show
about 2,900 plurality.
They
that his clear majority will not reach
2,000 votes, because of the Socialists
casting between 1,500 and 2,000 votes.
They show the election by less than
a thousand pliarity of the following
candidates for state office on the
Democratic ticket: E, C. de Baca for
Antonio Lucero
i lieutenant governor;
ior secretary of state: O. N. Marron

hi

1

1

for state treasurer; Harvey
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ANNAPOLIS AND WEST POINT.

(Continued ferom rage One.)
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Navy-Arm'
Train Late Again Santa Fe train
Army Wood, L.E.; Devore, L.T.;
No. 10 from the west and south
was.Arnod) L.G.. giebert; c. Wa'lms,ey;
two hours late this afternoon.
R.G.; Littlejohn, R.T.; Cook, R.E.:
Beautiful building lots adjoining the
Hyatt, (captain) Q.B.; Browne, L.H.;
business center of Willard are being MacDonald, R.H.;
Keys. F.B.
sold at from $20 to $25 per lot
Navy Hamilton, L.E.; Brown, L.T.;
Buy menumente and lren fences Wakeman,
L.G.; Wiems, C; Howe,
from Bills Bres.. 771 Broadway, Den- R.G.; Redman R.T.; Gilchrist, R.E.;
ver. P. A. Sandoval, Santa Fe, lecal McReavey, Q.B.; Dalton,
(captain),
L.H.; Nicholls, R.H.; Rhodes, F.B.
representative.
Game
2
called
at p. m.
Board of Trade. The
Woman's
Referee, Thompson, Georgetown ;
regular meeting of the Woman's;
Board of Trade will be held on Mon- Umpire, Sharp, Yale. Field Judge,
Marshall, Harvard. Linesman, Smith,
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Fair Weather to Continue So pre- Pennsylvania.
Final Score, 3 to 0.
dicts the Weather Bureau. Last night
the temperature dropped to eighteen There was no more scoring, howevThe maximum
degrees.
yesterday er, the final score being 3 to 0 in favor
o the Navy.
was 42 degrees.'
Other Games.
Our Ladies Corsets and children's
At Chicago First half:
Chicago,
waist, are absolutely the BEST MADE
Has our representative called on you 6; Wisconsin, 0.
At Champaign, '' 111. First
half:
if not drop us a postal. W. H. Goebel

How About

That Fire Insurance? :

i

IS YOUR PROPERTY

FULLY PROTECTED?

y

g

Times-Hustle-

i

Think About It!

--

Then Act! r

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
SANTA FE, N. M.

GENERAL AGENTS,

Santa Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Sash, Doors,

Mouldings,
Casings, Base,

Window Frames,
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

.

Wainscotting,
Ceiling,
Custom Work,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures ; also General Cabinet
have elected on
Minnesota, 5; Illinois, 0.
Co,
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work.' All work .
At Lincoln First period:' Nebras- the stete ticket, Attorney General
Picked Up Rosary Mrs. Summers
guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
Frank W. Clancy, and for Congress
this afternoon picked up a rosary on ka, 0; Michigan, 0.
more
At
solicit
Ws
liberal share of your patronage. , Estimates cheerfully furnished
of
a
Baltimore
George Curry, by pluralities
First half: Carusle,
Cerrillos street and' Montezuma avethan a thousand votes. They have
nue, which the owner may have by 17; Johns Hopkins, 0.
At Iowa City, la First period i
also elected R. P. Ervien to be land
calling at the New Mexican.
Specifications, Etc.
.
commissioner; William G. Sargent to
The Iowa, 0; Northwestern, 0.
Meeting of
Phone Black 33166.
At
"be state auditor; Hugh H. Williams
Des
Moines First half: Ames,
warer ana
Bama
Woman's Auxiliary of the New Mexico
e
but there is Inevitable
chair,
and M. S. Groves to be corporation
of physical ' Veil being" and pany contemPlates extensive improve- .Museum will hold an important meet 6; Drake, 0.
sxorage la- - ing on Monday afternoon at four
commissioners, thus controlling the moral strength, and the suffering that!"18 auu u 'ucrease
All members are urged to. ANOTHER CANDIDATE FOR
commission; and Clarence J. Roberts follows as the day the night, brings cllitieB at the expenditure of a large o'clock.
to the supreme court.
The second hours and weeks of remorse and pain. sum of money and the city authorities attend this special meeting.
THE ELECTRIC CHAIR.
.1.- .V
V.,1J
AND
Lecture on Presbyterianism At the
Judge is also a Republican, but wheth- No man or woman ever escapes this,:f"r.
.
,
rae
er it is Frank W. Parker or Edward for what a man sows he shall reap. !uau
First Presbyterian church tomorrow
Nov. 25. Berr
Mass.,
Springfield,
R. Wright, the official canvass alone
There is another aspect and that ia fyemen about. The city authori- forenoon, Judge John R. McFle rill tram G. Spencer was found guilty of
WILLI
IUC make an address on "What Presbyter--! murder in the first
can tell. The figures from Republi- tnat Beattie was not so mucn an as;.LICB DUUU1U tUBU
degree for causing
ianism has
done
for the United the death of Miss Martha B. Black-stoncan sources give the lead slightly to sassin as he was the victim of an
Santa Fe, New Mexico. Now Under the Same Management.
SVfs"
States."
at 3 o'clock this morning. The
Wright; and from Democratic sources that still regards the "red light" as
7
Over 200 building lots have been jury had been out since 9:50 last The
to Parker. This is the only result necessity, to be tolerated by town au- - on the Pecos forest'
only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
that seems really in doubt But in thorities. That Beattie's mind wasi secretary wnson nas decided tnat sold within the past month in Willard,
either event, the Republicans have ooisoned bv lust that view Is Indicat; tne Interests of cities and towns New Mexico.
almly and there was no scene in., en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
"
'
the supreme bench, not a single Dem- ed from his expression on the day of which obtain their water from streams
.
Changes court The penalty is death in thei."
Morgan Livery Company
- Hands.
1
KOOIuS.
naEdtneir
watersheds
within
of
chair.
electric
Sample
FrODfietO
Creath
R.
having
J.
WW
his death, that if his jurors had been
ocrat being elected to it.
nUs.
Artesia,
DUKAIN,
In the legislature, the Republicans men from the city instead, of farm - .llonai irests can ior special meas- - dy county, yesterday closed a deal
fared even better. The state senate ers, he would not have been convicted. ures of Protection, and he has there- - by which he secures control of the GRAND EXALTED RULER WILL
VISIT TEXAS METROPOLIS
Morgan Livery Company in this city
will consist of fifteen Republicans, The poison does not seem as yet lore oeveiopea a plan of
two progressive Republicans and sev- to have penetrated the rural re--1 for tne Department of Agriculture and will conduct the business in the
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 25. John
en Democrats. There is good reason gions, that immorality is a civic ne- - ;wlthtnose communities which are alive future.
of keeping their
P. Sullivan, grand exalted ruler of
Sewer Conections Require Permit
to believe that the Progressive Repub- cessity and must be fostered, licensed,!10 tne Importance
suPPly Pure-fal- l
The city authorities have justjearned the Elks, and Fred C. Robinson, grand;
licans will come into the Republican protected, lest something worse
I
are many western towns and that two connections have been made! secretary of the order, will be enter-- 1
There
the
city.
caucus and thus assure
ma:
AT THE
Much pity is expressed for tne fath - ! cltles 801110 of them of large size, recently with the Palace avenue sew 'tained by the San Antonio Elks when
jority. In the House, the Republicans
have thirty members, the Progressive er of the murderer and yet, perhaps, ' wnlcn derive tflelr water from drain ;er without a permit by the city being they pass through this city, about the
DasJns lying inside the national first issued. The guilty parties will be last of this month, on their way to
Republicans three, and the Democrats that father by indulging his son in ex - age
ob- - prosecuted as neither architect, build the west.
One of the recognized
forests.
Following an informal re
in
nn
hnid.
liiviiries.
hv
sixteen. One of the last named, how- trnvairanpps
ects of
Is to insure the per - er, plumber or property owner has a ception in the Elks clubhouse, a MexR. V. BOYLE, Manager.
Phone Black 12.
ever, has not lived in the territory ing the reins tight, by permitting his 'manence forestry
and Protect the purity of ngnt 10 raaiie sewer cuuuecuuu wuu-ou- t ican supper will be served, and an
the required length of time and his son to smoke cigarets, drink wine, as- will
be given.
entertaining program
walr supplies, as me iortaking out the proper permit.
women,
seat will be probably contested. Two sociate with dissipated
ests are maintained for the benefit of Pay Your Road Tax Road taxes
others, it is claimed were elected brought the sorrow not only on him- Died From Gunshot Wound.
Puu"c' secretary wuson consta must be paid and City Marshal Sena
by illegal votes. However, without self but also the death sentence upon:6
ere
lue aaW OI ms aepanmeni to is making the collections. There is a The death of A. A. Hayes, general
snn.
nf
th
nts
Whatever
attitude
the
a
have
clear
that,
Republicans
can DOtn t0 Prevent the considerable reduction in the tax for freight auditor of the Santa Fe systo- - do a
s
majority, as here too, it is the individual toward prohibition
tu sunn mippues auu 10 mose wno own norses ana Mrauis. tem, resulting from a gunshot wound
ward
nnritanidm
when
snrrnv
nirh
puiiuuun
believed, that the Progressive Repub
creaMS or
conditions mosi Work will be begun at once to macad- and blood' poisoning that followed the
licans will come into the Republican strikes the home, it must dawn on the favorable tomamtain
a constant flow of clear amize Don Gaspar avenue from Buena Injury came as a shock to the officials
father and the mother that there are
caucus.
Vista street as far as the road tax of the road and to his many friends. Short Orders, run
worse
of
Day & Night. Regular Meals 25c.
'Nor did the Republicans fare so called things than the sacriflcec
and road work now due will permit. Mr. Hayes was shot in the leg while
The agreement provides for the
and
personal
liberty
'
be
can
badly In electing district judges, for
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
It is hoped that Water street
tension and improvement of the
for the sake of righteousness,
hunting with some friends heaf "Bel-prthey elected Edward L. Medler,
still another angle, the Beat-- 1 ests on the part of the government by reached.
Kan., last Thursday, and though
C. Abbott, David J. Leahy and
G. Ll'PE HERRERA, Prop
::
::
Keep your eye on Willard. It has he was rushed to the hospital at To- - 222 San Francisco Street
tie crime may be traced to the light j seeding and planting and the best
Merritt C. Mechem. Herbert F. regard in which human life is held,
methods of silviculture
and forest 100,000 acres fine agriculture land j peka and given every possible aid he
Raynolds, as a Progressive Repub- Here in New Mexico, last week, there management, so far as the funds back of it and plenty of water to Irri never rallied.
lican, was elected on the Demo- were seven killings.
If this average available will permit. The city on its gate it all. '
Let Him Know It IT you are out Ot
Have you r'urnlehear noom. to RentT
cratic ticket, but is in reality a con- were kept up," it would mean 350 kill - side is expected to assist in the work
Suicide Pact or Murder Suicide
servative Republican.
PILLS a position, you must let the employer A little campaign Want advertising
The Demo- insis a year or one for every thousand by paying the salaries' of the addition- pact or murder and suicide? The CHICHESTER
BRAND.
know it A vast advertisement In the
crats elected T. D. Lieb as district inhabitants annually. It Is colossal al guards necessary to carry out the Denver police are asking the question
Ladle! Ask your rulat tot A
will keep the InNew Mexican will reach every business In the New Mexican
Vlamond IlrmmU
i1'llla in Ked tad
judge at Raton with a majority that selfishness that permits any commun - agreement, and in case extensive for-- after finding George Culver, a railway
ttold metallic
come
from
rooms from
furnished
your
man
in
and
the
sealed
Blue
Ribbon.
boxes,
vftb
on
and
close
is very
professional
city
may be reversed
ity to regard the taking of life with est operations are immediately de)- clerk, dead In the lodging house at
1 aka no other. Bnjr of yew
and county and a great many in the lapsing. The classified columns are
the official count next week, John T. such callous coolness as New Mexico sired by the city, it would bear the 1920 Lawrence street, Denver, in the
vragfftM.
DIAMOND 1IRAND PILLS, for IS
McClure
territory. If yon have any special tal- always looked up closely and it will
and
Neb regards it. In fact, there are news- - major part of the cost entailed by rooms of Goldie Starr, who had tried
Colin
T.
years known as Best, Safest. Always Reliable
ent, do not hide It under a bushel.
pay you wall to use them.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
lett. The Republicans elected as dis papers and men who become angry this work.
to shoot herself with the revolver that
The Republicans

If

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
- domestic
and forei
exchang andlmakes telegraphic"
of
transfers money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS. ;
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blood-lettin-

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

j

-

FOR SALE

BANK

18,-27- 9
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gusson to Congress; of O. L. Owen to
and
be corporation commissioner,
Richard H. Hanna, as member of the
supreme court. Mr. Hanna, however,
Is a Republican and ran as a Progres
sive, and will make the third Repub
lican member of the supreme court.
He teeeived the highest vote of the
six candidates on the judicial ticket
By a strange discrepancy in Guadalupe county between two sets of fig
ures, which each side claims to be ab
solutely correct, the candidacy for
superintendent of public instruction
is placed in doubt, although the Republicans had conceded the election
or A. N. White, and the doubt is
raised by figures from a Democratic
source. As to the other candidates,
this discrepancy has no effect on the

New Time Card goes into effect
Nov. 29th, on New Mexico Central,
leaving Santa Fe 12:45 p. m. Arriving
Torrance 7 p. m. connecting with
Golden State Limited for the east.
Leaves Torrance on arrival of Golden
State Limited west, arriving Santa Fe
'
4:15 p. m.

oils who failed to gain around left
end and Dalton punted it to the Navy
53 yard line.
Keys punted back to
Rhodes on the 25 yard line and Dalton
punted to midfield.
Navy Penalired.
Keys tried the Navy line for no
gain but the Navy was penalized 15
yards for holding. With the ball on
the Navy 40 yard line, Keys went
through Navy for 8 yards. Keys tried
v
a field goal, but the kick was 25
iid
yards short. Dalton raised his hands
for a free kick and punted to Keys
on the Army 40 yard line. Keys ran
XXSSXXJa-XXXXXXXXthe ball back through Navy for 32
JS
X
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 25.
yards to the Navy's 38 yard line. A
JS
The
weather for New Mexico
S
fake kick lost the Army five yards.
X is fair tonight and Sunday not $
Ralston took Brown's place at Navy's
X much change in temperature.
X
left tackle. On an exchange of punts
it was the Army's ball on their own
43 yard line where the third period
You Will Also Find Carving Sets
ended.
fcr Thanksgiving at GOEBELS.
Line-U-

v.u-.l-

FIRST NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

From the old world come two statistical items this week which may
have a bearing on each other and
which speak of degeneracy.
In the
city of Berlin out of 30,000 births,
this year, more than 10,000 births were
illegitimate. In France, the first six
months of this year, there were
more deaths than births.

&,..
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ace Ave.

well-writte- n

K. Scott, and J. R. Waddill.
An
llrt
nnttA..
In other words, out of sixteen of
. .
.
m " .
"
ces on the state ticket, nine will be V
in
we
the
United
States that
may ques- held by Republicans s x by Demo - tion
if there are
crats and one s still in doubt that in tM c
from
standpoint
biov luuii ljuo ut.)Juuiibaiia
the laW
nave tne supreme court ana me cor"In view of the
however, that
poration commission, not a single Mr. McClure is a fact,
careful and conDemocrat being on the supreme
scientious man, and as he declares
bench. It is also stated on good au
that murders in all parts of the United
thority that the corporation commis States equal, in proportion, those in
sioner elected by the Democrats is, a New
York, it seems proper to give
Out of seventy-threRepublican.
leg some heed to the figures he has col
are
and
islators, fifty
Republicans
lected.
twenty-thre- e
Democrats, and natural"One wonders if we have not too
ly, both U. S. Senators will be Repub- much law in the United
States, and
licans. Of sixteen district judges and too
too many trials, and
little
district attorneys, ten are Republi- too little order;
justice. It is.obviously true
cans, six Democrats.
Out of a total that a lawless man will
care for noth
of 107 offices therefore, 71 will be held
ing, when he discovers that the courts
by Republicans and" 35 by Demo- are
whereheadquarters for
crats, with one office, that of superin- as- the lawless man loopholes;
who knows that
of
tendent public instruction, in doubt. he must deal with his
neighbor or his
The Democrats will have all of the
community, and not with a machine,
offices in only three counties, Chaves, is
pretty apt to be careful as the hisThe Republicans tory of every frontier shows.
Eddy and Curry.
will have all of the offices in Santa Fe,
"Is it possible that the courts and
Taos, Rio Arriba, McKinley, Valen- the
by an indirect process,
cia, Mora, San Miguel counties, and are lawyers,
for the fearful amount
have most, or at least some, of the of- of responsible
in America?"
fices in the sixteen other counties.
To sum up: The Republicans have
SANTA FE'S WATER SUPPLY.
s
more than
of the 367 men,
Pe is fortunate in possessing
elected to office on November 7. As a Santa
water supply that comes from a
r
the Democratic Farmington
watershed that has its incipiency in
remarks: "New Mexico is not the
high sierras, at an altitude very
yet Democratic by any means."
near to the snow line, and on which
there is not a single human hibitation,
THE BEATTIE EXECUTION.
although the watershed covers several
Many a sermon tnmnrrnw will refer nundred square miles of forests, moun- to the execution vesterflav of Wenrv!tains and valleys. Santa Fe must
Beattie, Jr., for the murder of his keep a close waten on tnat supply and
wife. The degenerate and dissipated BnomQ 00 everything m its power to
ana to
voune man will be held nn a a hnr. increase storage lacmues
rible example to the youth of the land, mak! the delivery of the water within
and rightfully so, for wild oats tne city llmlts of 8Uch a nature that
necessarily are a crop that Is bitter, contamination does not occur after
pure walr nas reacneo tne
The sowing of such a crop does not
lead to executi&a In the electric !a5e reservoirs. It is understood, that

'

I

For the next 30 days all dressmaking at reduced rates; satisfaction
guaranteed. Mrs. Krueger, 125 Pal-

prize-winnin-

two-thir-

I

1

ended Culver's life, and who died at
the county hospital a few hours later
from an overdose of some drug or
poison.

"What a nice, juicy, rotten batch
of murder and underworld court cases
are running in the press Just now. Is
it really news?" Thus asks the Albuquerque Herald, it may not be the
best of news, but every one reads it.
The New Mexican, on Monday, gave
g
almost two pages to the
orations at the New Mexico Oratorical Contest, but it is dollars to doughnuts that for every person who read
those
essays, there were
a hundred who read the details of the
Beattie, Patterson and other unsavory
cases. Every Saturday, the Associatr
ed Press papers publish the most in
teresting kind of foreign correspondence from old world capitals, but com
paratively few readers glance at it;
while hardly 'one reader misses a
word of highiy salacious details of the
Kansas Tar Party doings. It is merely human nature is it not, and you're
guilty too, are you not?

trials and criminality throughout the
United States, a veritable saturnalia
of crime. No wonder the St. Louis
Times comments as follows:
"Mr. S. S. McClure, the publisher,
recently made an address in Boston, in
the course of which he brought forward something quite arresting and
extraordinary in the dull field of statistics.
"He declared, for example,
that
murders in the United States amount
to 100 for every 100,000 of population annually. He maintained that
while the Dominion of Canada Is
the size of the state of New
York, in point of population, there are
still from ten to twenty times more
murders committed in New York than
in the whole of Canada.
"Allowance may be made for what
may be Mr. McCIure's interpretation
of the word murder, as distinct from
what the courts and the juries hold to

r.
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CLARENDON GARDENS

Coronado Restaurant

two-third-
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REDUCTION SALE

PITZ
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'FOR HOLIDAY SHOPPERS
IT.

-

Listen to a Few of These Specials
'Cut Glass Almond
i gfk a.lO & 4 tZfk
or Olive Dishes "
ipl.UU
ipI.OU
Sterling Silver Tea
" "
$3.75
Spoons per Set
.

.

1

3E

You cannot equal these in Chicago or New York
SEE THEM IN THE WINDOW

Inmense Asst. of Decorated China
AT PRICES TO SUIT EVERBODY

Sterling Silver Deposit Glassware the very latest of
beautiful ware Something that will please any

woman

s-

-s

i

SEE THE SHERBET

ij THE WINDOW.
OLASSES
i-

-5

i-

IN

-i

r

Here You Can Find

A Suitable Gift for every one FATHER, MOTHER, WIFE, 'or
DAUGHTER, HUSBAND or SON end for BABY too in beautiful Fill-gre- e
worknot excalled anywhere in beauty and design. ;
Beaotifal riif Settlors.' Also Brooches
Opais-- in
Tirquolse Malrix-Bnll- mt
:
:: , ::
:
and Pendants
::
t"
,
IF IT IS JEWELRY; WE HAVE IT

Our immense stock will its sold at reduced pricey.

.lvi:..t

STATES BANK

UNITED

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL 850,00000

I told the lady I was poor.
I thought It might upset her,
She said: "I do not give a darn,
I like you that way better."

Ciahier,

1903.

Incorporated

.

.

I said we'd ask the whole town in,
I felt a bit like spreading;
She would not stand for it at ell.
She wished a quiet wedding.
..

.

Ladies Coats

Style and patterns that have
never been shown before.

WE

FIT YOU IF YOU GIVE US A CHANCE

CAN

Ladies Waists

New assortment in silk and
- wool

k

And when she bought her wedding
y- gown,
y. ...
Imagine such a stunt, sir
She got a simple sort of thing
That buttoned down the front, sir.

ni
umsanui misses

,

Discount

NoveltyFancyFeathers
and Dress Shapes.

THE COLD BLASTS

SEE THEM AT

MISS

A.

MUGLER.

Have no effect if you wear a
Good Sweater!

those present were: Governor Folk,
,
Wayne MacVeagh Wilson, E. D.
A. M. Bach, H. H. Betts,
Dr.
Percy Wilson,
Carpenter of El Pa-sW. B. Walton, Col. J. W. Carter, E. A
Layne, Dr. E. S. Bullock, Eben Burn-sidand Arthur Foster. Silver City
Nix-son-

Through an error the factory

our SWEATER ORDER.

Independent.

kicked.

ed

to Mrs. Max
bridge, complimentary
(Continued on Page Eight.)
Nordhaus of Las Vegas, who is staying at the Staab residence. Mrs. E.
C. Abbott captured the guest prize.
Governor and Mrs. Mills have' is- NEW METHOD TOILET SHOP
sued invitations to a reception to be
MRS R. LOPEZ.
W. D. Shea was in Albuquerque yes given Monday, December 4th, at the
executive mansion. This will be the
Shampooing
terday.
Manicuring
Colonel George W. Prichard haB re last reception, that the last territorial
Hair Dressing Massaging
turned from Las Vegas.
governor will give and it promises to
Chiropody.
W. H. Dearstyne, a popular Denver be a most brilliant affair.
Fron Ro m Over F. Andrews' Store
in
the
Brian Boru Dunne, city editor ol
paper salesman, spent the day
the New Mexican, is taking a much !
capital.
Mrs. James L. Seligman entertained needed vacation and will visit differ-- ;
the Saturday Card Club this afternoon ent points in New Mexico. During
at her home on Hillside avenue. Mrs. his absence, Clyde Earl Ely, of ChiRufus J. Palen wa3 the guest.
cago, an experienced newspaper man, FRESH BREAD AND CAKE
The Wallace Club met this affer who has been making his home lately
Dally. 6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
noon with Miss Myrtle Boyle on De in the Espanola valley, will take his
Fruits and Groceries
Confectionery,
Vargas street. The Misses March and place.
Cream
Fresh
Puffs Every Day
were
of
club.
the
Grygla
guests
Mrs. G. H. Van Stone delightfully
A number of social events are plan entertained the Ladies Club
Black
158.
Phone,
yesterday
ned for the next few weeks in the afternoon it
AMADO GUTIERREZ, PROP.
being a business meeting-tnature of farewells to several of the
make arrangement for the Thanks-- '
retiring territorial officials and their giving dance. A delicious luncheon
families.
consisting of chicken salad, biscuits
Colonel D. K. B. Sellers and John T. and coffee, was served. Those presKelly passed through Santa Fe yes- ent were: Mesdames Cowgill, Kelly,
terday in an auto decorated with Travis, Stubblefleld, Hanlon, Goodin,
streamers saying: "Keep Your Eye Senter, Jenson, Elgin and Ewing and
Nov.
Dec.
on Willard."
Miss Alma Simmons. Estancia News.
Miss Julia Jaffa, daughter of Terri
Senator-elect
B. F.
is
State
torial Secretary and Mrs. Nathan home from a visit to Casas Pankey
Grandes,
Jaffa, is visiting in Albuquerque. Miss Mexico, from where he
shipped a
Jaffa attended the Rothgerber-Gruns- train of cattle to his ranch in iouth- feld wedding.
;ern Santa Fe county. He said that
Charles T. Martin, a prominent
novistnH M!1lirl.tn.
..
italist from Boston, who has been ,4
uuuA lV
a m- ibuib
iiie sumupuA, uiues arts
.
stopping at the Palace for the last,.. tnn
VAn
three weeks, has returned to his home 60Uthern
He , ,eave t0.
republic
in Massachusetts.
for his ranch near Topeka,
night
John Y. Hewitt, who was a member
but will return in about ten The latest and greatest idea in
of the last territorial senate, is at the Kansas,
days.
Palace hotel. Mr. Hewitt will remain
MODERN MINSTRELSY
The Fifteen Club met on Friday af-in the city until after the election re
Mrs.
with
Frank
Newhall,
jternoon
turns are canvassed.
Mrs. C. W. G. Ward, wife of District Mrs. Donizetta Wood presiding. Roll
Attorney Ward of Las Vegas, and her; cau was responded to witn tpanisnj
DIRECTION
part of the
daughter, Harriet Louise, are visiting Proverbs and the principal
folk-lortale, C. A. SAPP,
in the city, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. program, a Spanish
KANSAS CITY, M0.
"0s0 el ReT" DT Mrs- Harroun, was
D. W. Lusk. Albuquerque Journal.
The First Regiment Band will give'more tnan usually enjoyable. A dis-- j
a benefit dance Thanksgiving evening Hussion on the "World's Progress",!
led by Mrs. Wood, and "Current
Events" followed, i Besides the mem- TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
.
e clun- - '
Kicnara
BROMO
Take LAXATIVE
Quinine Ders 01
nrmriHHta rofnnd mnnpv if it Hanna was present as guest. The
falls to cure. E. W GROVE'S signa- - next meeting will be on December 8,
to
ture Is on each box. 25c
jwitn jura, raien, Mrs. Aspiuna

them at cost if it
them readily.

is necessary to move

s

I

We

They have now instuct- -

ed us to sell

PLAZA BAKERY

Aviation caps in endless colors

dupli-cat-

e

district attorney.
A Quiet Week.
Mrs. Arthur Seligman gave a dein the social line have been
Things
lightful card party on Thursday after- very quiet this week. This is proba- noon, consisting of four tables of

Our golden wedding came at last,
This story had no moral;
Each one declared to all the guests
We'd never had a quarrel.
New York Sun,

IVE

sw FATFI

THOSE

copal diocese of New Mexico, who has
been critically ill in the McBride sanitarium at Pasadena, Cal., for several
weeks, is slowly recovering, and hope
is now held out for his ultimate recovery.
l
Chief Justice W. H. Pope of
will arrive today from Albuquerque, to preside over a session of the
supreme court and also to canvass
the official returns together with Governor Mills and Territorial Secretary
Nathan Jaffa.
District Attorney Alexander Read
is expected to arrive in Santa Fe from
Tierra Amarilla this afternoon. He
will take up his residence in Santa
Fe this being the headquarters for the
judicial district of which he Willbe
Ros-wel-

H. F. STEPHENS,

...

1854.

25

.

a lady for her hand; She didn't stop a minute.
She said: "My heart's already yours,
You do not have to win it."

Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN

?mmi)

I asked

Your Patronage Solicited
1. 6. lAUGHUN, President

stem am

at the National Guard Armory. The
invitation to attend is general, the
admission fee of 50 cents admitting a
gentleman and lady.
Bishop J. M. Kendrick of the Epis-

A FABLE OF THE GOLDEN AGE.
(By A. M. Adaraa.)

Business

Does a General Banking

Established

PAGE
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This is just what we will do. The finest line
you ever sawnifty, swell styles, all
colors, all wool.

Remember, at cost, not at the
tail end of the season, but NOW
when you want them.
Come in and See Them While They Last

!

Knit silk ties in a variety of
up-to-da-

colors and patterns

te

A MOST COMPLETE LINE

OF SILK LISLE HOSIERY

nri inMMi Dnnc
P.O. Box, 219.

:

30th and

pnMDrUiv

I
unuu. uuit iruu
ii i in i

JLLIU limit

:

:

:

:

ELK'S THEATRE

Phone 36

:

...Ma..

n

...

ttWWIHIC?

I

Party

e

Let us tell you about a
house, good location, fruit trees,
shade trees, lawn, good out buildings
six-roo-

m

Handles the Proposition

$1,000

REAL ESTATE.

BONDS,

119 San Francisco St.

Phone. Red 189.

Twt

B.P.O.E.

,

S. KAUIIE

H.

a

GO.

Where Prices Are Lowest

is as near the ideal as th& best artists and
most expert workmen can make them, for
men and women.

JULIUS H. GERDES.

COFFI
Poor coffee is an unwholesome drink.
To
begin the day by drinking
it clouds an otherwise
cheerful mind. See to
it, then, that you have
Chase & Sanborn's
-

HOLIDAY SPECIALTIES
.

-

-

SILVER NOVELTIES

11

MULLIGANS RISING,

.

some fine Sets
WE asCabinets
many pieces as
make

of China for the table,
you wish. Also Kitchen
that
cooking a delight. Wilton Rugs, Fibre Rugs, and many varieties of carpets
to embellish your room and hush the noise of footsteps. Also exquisite screen Lace Curtains to shade
HAVE

your eyes and " dress up " the parlor. A complete
line of Brass Bedsteads and Furniture of all kinds.

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

FUNNY

8

40

40

Carriage

XS XX

Automobile

Governor-elec-

t

W.

ss

OH! YOU SPORTS

tt
M

UP-TO-DA- TE

tt

tt
II

THE NIFTY NEW STYLE
BROWNS, GRAYS and BLACKS

II
K
II

You cannot afford to be without one

ADOLPH

DRY GOODS

SELIGMAN

SXSXXXXXXXXXXK

tt

CO.

II
K

S

K X

REAL ESTATE
what
Our list includes just

seeking at

you are

RIGHT PRICE AND TERMS.

SIGN PAINTING

We only ask an opportunity to verify the
above assertion.

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

McDonald.
There is some diff305 San Francisco Street,
iculty In making the preparations be
JUST IN
cause of the date of the inauguration
New (1911) Crop of ENGLISH WAL which
depends entirely on the date of
the proclamation of President Taft
: NUTS and ALMONDS
which will be issued after he receives
the report of the canvassing board of
Stock-o- f
the official election returns.
Joseph W. Folk of MisAunt
Famous souri was entertained
at dinner followCARPENTERS
ing his address on Saturday evening,
PANCAKE FLOUR
when he met a number of the leading
AND CABINET MAKERS.
citizens of the town. The host of
Also Scudder's Maple Syrup the evening was Wayne MacVeagh
Wilson, manager of the New Mexico FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
Cottage Sanitarium, and the event reSIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
solved itself into an Informal, but
affair.
was
Dinner
very enjoyable
KAUIIE & GO. served In the Elksfc Club room under All Work Guaranteed.
H.
Phcne, Red 115
the direction of Wt J. Rose. Among

SI

K

HATS

I

of

X X X X X X

&

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black No. 22! Residence

Phone Black No. 52

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Street

Just in, a Fresh

J. P. Steed

Jemima's

Palace Avenue
Phone, 130 Red.

;

8

1V1

C.

gfssJS"

Day and Night Phone.

Forget Politics and Think of Your Home

Take a look at our line of NEW and

fihoi.
will nnnfor with T
COMEDIANS
f
chief of the
iue mw omce, wuu is uu a general iu- SINGING
spection trip, and who will pass
through here on the returning CaliCHORUS
fornia limited, bound for Santa Fe.
Albuquerque Herald. Mr. Moore returned to Santa Fe last evening.
W. S. Hopewell, former president of
Prices - - the irrigation congTess, is in El Paso
urging El Pasoans to attend the irri- Advance Sale at Fischer's Drug Stor
gation congress in Chicago on Decem27th 1911.
ber 5. Already 14 El Pasoans have
MONDAY NOVEMBER
agreed to go to look after the inter-- ,
ests of the Rio Grande and Mesilla
valleys at the congress. They are:
Mayor C. E. Kelly, R. P. Burges W.
R. Brown,, Z. L. Cobb, C. A. Kinne,
Dr. S. T. Turner, Louis E Behr, J. J.
&
Mundy, W. W. Follett, S. C Awbrey,
Keller, James A. Espy of Van Horn, i
PAINTING
Texas. El Paso Herald.
This afternoon at 4 o'clock, the executive committee designated by
Mayor Arthur Seligman and including
three members of the Chamber of
Commerce appointed! by that body,
Satisfaction .Guaranteed.
met to discuss the preliminaries for

the inauguration

v. l Ail IZ,

108

color.

V
N

--

in endless array
Gold and Silver Jewelry Boxes
NEW DESIGNS IN
Neck Chains and Pendants

acUdUKw.

High Grade Coffee

with its fragrant.
aroma and

perfect

460

.

SAFE QUALITY

That is ;jthe word
with us. The wear-- ,
ing apparel we sell

'
preside.
Leroy O. Moore, chief of the field
work for the New Mexico division
of the land office, is here today from
Santa Fe to confer with the forest
service law officer, Blake Franklin.

Tnntfrht

FOR

IDEAL

S.

BENEFIT

O. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE, SURETY

PRICE-MAKER-

-

;

$1,000

THE

THE MASTER TAILORS.

& CO.

1st.

A Palm Beach

j

W. N. TOWNSEND

& Son

5.

..MILLINERY..
WE KNOW
LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED
for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thorough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.
125 Palace

Avenue.

MDC

V

miw. tt .

IIVnHADnT

unuiiiau

Santa Fe.

I,

Ncw Mexico.

p

&

If

J:

2

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Ue

3

SP o

Listen ! Why Not Get pik Benefit of
the Light?
o
n
are using it. It saves
THE EYES. Our display rooms are open for your
pay tor, by having it right Where
light bill and
3 S
have the finest line
will sell them right. Get away from
inspection, and
Reading and Student La tms that can
anywhere; and
;

You

on y

you

we

of

SAVES
be seen

pi

we

the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the n aximt:ri light, and better looking than anything you can get.

I
I!

;::
i

V

f
I

U

SANTA FE WATER

l

LIGHT COMPANY. VASHINGTON STREET.
t

V

ft'
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t. Louis Rocky

V

Pacific

'

1

pm

If

Mllei

a in

0

TiO

7005
g 20
. 35

...
..

4
11

16
20
25
31
42
49

60
9 10
9 35

10

"TTTT

-

OO

Tio
2 47

0
7

3 07
3 45

48
65

8 85

2

4 15

68
76
82

443
5
6
6
6
6

00
10
18
2
46

M

Lv.. Des Moines. N.

Ar

20

4 00
8 60
3 30
8 15

TWO

2 25

Inhabitants of Nearby Trinidad
Dunng Eruption Knelt on
Street in Prayer.

305
245
155
1
10 15
9 49.

30

TTTTTnTT TTTT.

9 32
8 55

Oprrososo
Otmarron
Lt
Ar
Cimarron
Nash
Hr!an M...LT
Ute Park. N.

6
6
6
6

35
27
17

00

p m 8 ,P m
(Connects at Colfax with E. P. A S. W. Ry, train both North and Soutb.St
SStase for Van Hooten I, M, meets trains at Preston N.IM.;
Stage leaves Ute Park. S, M for Eltzabetntown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m, dally ezcep"
andsys. Fare fc uuone way S3.50 .ouud trip; rtfty pound baggage carried free.
O. AS. train leaves Des Mclnes, N, M- -. for the south at 11:11 p. in. 'arrives from tb
wthat 4;88a.m,E!S
E, G. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
M
V. P. &
Q. P. Agent
Superintendent.

a

REMIGIO LOPEZ,
Who Will Represent Mora County in the House.

xxxxssxsxxsxssxs
years."

late Celso Lopez, a citizen well and
favorably known throughout northern

Age 32

X
Born at Tramperas, Union
X County.
Son of late Celso Lopez.
X
Si
Educated in Mission Schools
X at Raton and at Christian Bro-X there' College at St. Joseph,
X Mo.
X
Moved to Roy five years ago.
X
Engaged in mercantile and
X stock growing business.
X
Married.

SHIP YOUR FREKBtT
tea, Ariama, Mexico aad
MEXKO CENTRAL to

JSi

to the ftkcffic

THE

EAST

BEST

OR

X New Mexico.

Mr. Lopez gained his education In
the mission schools of Raton and
S took a course in the Christian BroX thers' College
at St. Joseph, Mo.
X After leaving school he engaged in the
X cattle and sheep raising business, but
X upon moving to Roy entered the emX ploy of the Floerschlem Mercantile
X Company.
Two years ago he assisted
X in the organization
of the Goodman
XXSXXXSXXXXXXXXX Mercantile Company at Roy and is a
director and treasurer of the comThe only Democrat to be elected pany.
in the Republican county of Mora
Mr. Lopez was never an office seekon November 7, Remigio Lopez, will er and owes his election as much to
ask the legislature to create the the liberal use of printers' ink and
county of McDonald with Roy ft the the support of the Republicans
in
county seat, out of eastern Mora eastern Mora county as he did to the
e
Mr. Lopez is a young busi- Democrats.
county.
busiHe is a
ness man of exemplary habits and is ness man and very popular.
a native of Tramperas, now in Un
Mr. Lopez is married to Miss Mary
ion county, but formerly a part of Gonzales y Baca, daughter of a
Mora.
May 4 is his birthday and he wealthy and prominent family in the
is 32 years of age. Five years ago stock raising business in northeastern
he moved to Roy. His father wai the New Mexico.

ASK FOR TICKETS

From Santa Fe

Jg

X

wide-awak-

IT

ROUTE

WEST

Par rates aad fun iaforautioa address

EUGENE FOX, a. f. p. a
rwaa tm

a

When Going

EAST

WEST
USE THE

TEXAS COTTON GROWERS
marked by the Survey is ODhir Sum
ORGANIZE FOR HIGHER PRICES. rcit, at the crest of the Toyabe
Range, about thirty miles north of
That is Kind of Trust That Lone Star lonopan. The description of the SurState Officers Appear to
vey's bench mark at this point in the
bulletin is an example of the method
Foster.
of description of other points. It is
Austin, Texas Nov. 25. Governor! as follows:
O. B. Colquitt has appointed chairOphir Summit, fifteen feet south of
men in the various counties of Texas' trail, on east side of divide, thirty-to perfect organizations to carry out! five feet north of large pile of rock;
the recommendations
of the New aluminum tablet stamped
"10115,
Orleans conference seeking to obtain 1907"
10,115.498 feet
cotton.
In making
higher prices for
The bulletin on Nevada altitudes de
the appointments the governor issued scribes over 300 points in the state,
an address in which he instructs the the elevation
has been dechairmen to call mass meetings in termined to a thousandth of a foot,
their respective counties and organize and at which bronze or aluminum
by precincts and school communities bench marks set in rocks, in concrete,
for the next year, and to consider the or on' substantial iron posts have been
other suggestions and recommenda- established.
tions made by the conference.
A copy of the bulletin may be oh
"It ts my intention," said the
talned on ar plication to the Director
"to appoint two farmers in of
the Survey, Washington, D. C.
each county who will
with
recomother
each
in carrying out the
J. F. Parker, 2021 No. 10th St.. Ft
mendations made at the governors'
conference recently held in New Or- Smith, Ark., says that he had taken
leans, one of said farmers to be a many kinds of kidney medicine, but
Farmers' Union man and the other a did not get better until he took Foley
No matter how long
man, the purpose being to Kidney Pills.
of all farmers you have had kidney trouble, you will
have the
in the movement and to try to better find quick and permanent benefit by
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. Start
conditions of the cotton grower.
"As soon as the governors of other taking them now.
cotton growing states appoint their For sale by all druggists.
committees we will try to fix a unl
form date for holding mass meetings SIGNATURE ON SUBSCRIPTION
LIST IS HELD BINDING
throughout the cotton producing
states. In the meantime I appeal to The suit of the Western College of
the chairmen named in each county Artesia against J. W.
a
to get together and begin the work of prominent sheep owner, Turknett,
was decided
organizing, reporting to me any pro by Judge William H. Pope at Roswell,
gress made."
who took the case out of the hands of
the party and gave judgment for the
ALTITUDES IN NEVADA
plaintiff on a demurrer to the effect
DETERMINED BY U. S. SURVEY that Mr. Turknett had no case. This
suit was regarded as
test of the
As a part of its
the subscription list by which funds wera
United States Geological Survey has raised to build the Western college.
determined the exact elevation of Mr. Turknett signed the list for $.500
many mountains and other principal He alleges that he did so with the unpoints in all parts of the United derstanding that the college would be
States. The results of these measure- endowed with $200,000 by the Methoments are now being published by dist denomination and claims that the
the Survey in the form of states. A endowment was not paid. Others on
recent issue is Bulletin 488, "Results the list gave notes for their subscrip-tiobut Mr. Turknett declined to do
of Spirit Leveling in Nevada," under
the direction of R. B. Marshall, chief this. Judge Pope allowed no evidence
The lowest altitude no- to show the claims of the defandant,
geographer.
ted in this bulletin is at Mesquite holding that the subscription list was
Springs, between Las Vegas and valid and that its face was all the evSearchlight, which is given as 1,619.-01- 4 idence to be considered.. Mr. Tur
feet above the level of the sea. nett states that he will appeal to sj
The highest point in Nevada thus far preme court
gov-erno-

SHORTEST LINE TO

Denver, Colorado

Springs and Pueblo

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

NEW

MEXICAN BUILDING

OR UNION

DEPOT

New Mexico Military

Institute

non-unio- n

map-makin- g

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

':

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War DeInstitupartment aa "Distinguished
tion." Army officers detailed by War
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly.
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modem
In all respects.
REGENTS E. A, CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary.
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated catalogues address:

ItNever Flickers
The long winter
give a woman a splen- chance for sewing or
embroidery ; but her eyes
suffer from the strain unless
she has a good light

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

K

Superintendent
-

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor to
P. Williams
B.

I have purchased tht entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate It aa a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where wa will be ready at all times of day or night
ts furnish you with any kind o a rig you may want I will endeavor
to live prompt and efflolent service and trust to merit your patronage.

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
Phone 199 Red
;

f

IN

VOLCANOS

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican!
Trinidad, British West Indies, Nov.
25. If you stand at Erin Point on the
southern shores of this island and
gaze out into the Atlantic Ocean toward the coast of Venezuela,
you
will see why British Dominions are
larger by two and a half acres than
they were before Saturday, November

7 45

am

CRATERS

NOVEMBER 25, 1911.

Strong Healthy Women

If a woman is strong and healthy in a womanly way, motherhood means to her but little suffering. The trouble lies
in the fact that the many women suffer from weakness and
disease of the distinctly feminine organism and are unfitted
for motherhood. This can be remedied.

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
Cures the weaknesses and disorders of women.
It acts directly on the delicate and important
organs concerned in motherhood, making them
healthy, strong, vigorous, virile and clastic.
"Favorite Prescription" banishes the indispositions of the
period of expectancy and makes baby's advent easy and
almost painless. It quickens and vitalizes the feminine
organs, and insures a healthy and robust baby. Thousands

of women have
testified to its marvelous merits.
It Makes Weak Women Strong.
Makes
it
Sick Women .Well.
Honest druggists do not offer substitutes, and urge them upon you as " just
as good." Accept no secret nostrum in place of this
remedy. It
contains not a drop of alcohol and not a grain of
g
or injurious
drugs. Is a pure glyceric extract of healing, native American roots.
non-secr- et
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OCEAN
Formation of Island in Carri- bean Accompanied by
Terrifying Phenomena

(Read Up)
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FIRE SHOT UP

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept. 1st
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The Rayo is the best
lamp made.
It gives a strong, diffused light that is remarkably easy tb the eyes.
There is no glare to it; no flicker. , It lights up a whole room.
The Rayo is an ecooomical lamp, too.

Yea fet the most poaible
for the el burned; and As Rayo itself is a
lew enwd lamp. Yet it is a handsome lamp aa ornament to any teem is the bouse.
light-Tal-

The Kayo Lamp
coaly hatted without remorioc shade
cUstsadrawick. Made e soliArats, oickaUplated; aUo ia 1

ivo&flncsfsl

03

Coisp&ay

On that date an island of the vol
canic type, not uncommon In southern
waters, thrust itself above the sea,
with characteristic rumblings, hissing of gases and flashes of fire, greatly to the alarm of the people on the
Trinidad shores.
The new island has not yet been
is
named, and as its composition
largely oozy blue mud or clay, it is
doubtful if it. will withstand the attacks of the sea. Any day it i apt
to disappear whence it came and
Great Britain will have lost its newest
The enterprising govpossession.
ernor of Trinidad visited the !sland
with a party of officials shortly after
it made its appearance, ready to plant
the Union Jack on the warm, oozy
soil; but measurements showed that
the Island was within the three mile
limit and planting the flag was unnecessary.
Cable dispatches have told briefly
of the island's birth, but there is much
that is interesting about the phenom
enon that is known only to those residents of points along the Trinidad
coast who either witnessed its oc
currence or cautiously visited the
new land before it had had time to

ting the cause thev found the camp
of their brothers at La Brea destroyed
and in its place the strange sight of
a lake of pitch.
"TIPS"

BASIS
FOR BIG VERDICT.

MADE

Hotel Arrivals.
Palace.

Mark S. Norton, New York.

C. N.

Richards, Carlsbad.

John Meurer, Chicago.

John

Hewitt,. White Oaks.
Prichard. Santa Fe.
Alberta J. Smith, Watkins, N. Y.
Lela V. Smith, Watkins, N. Y.
Mrs. E. W. Broady, Davenport, la.
Miss M. E. Greatt, W. Hoboken, N. J.
Misss L. Archdeacon, West HoboY.

G. W.

Damages to Amount of $25,000 Award,
ed to Widow of Pullman Porter of Northern Paoific.
Spokan, Wash., Nov. 24.

Mrs. Oliv-

er, widow of John A. Oliver, a Pull- ken, N. Y.
W. H. Dearstyne, Denver.
man car porter, killed in a wreck at
O. Hoppenrath, Denver.
Cheney, Wash., on January 4, 1911,
H. J. Stevenson, Denver.
was awarded Judgment for $12,500
Montezuma.
against the Northern Pacific Railway
H. C. Applegate, St Louis.
company in the United States district
M. R. Norton, St. Louis.
court here, under the federal employJohn Meurer, Chicago.
ers liability act Judge Frank Rud-kiE. Oestreicher, New York.
who sustained the verdict, at a
Geo. M. Biggs, St Louis.
the acprevious hearing,
Geo. E. Fischer, St. Louis.
was
which
for
$25,000. damages,
tion,
G. Atkinson, Trinidad.
on the ground that as Oliver had signJ. J. Sheridan, Albuquerque.
ed an agreement with the Pullman
C. J. Dixon, Kansas City, Mo.
and the Northern Pacific companies
J. C.
his widow was unable to obtain relief J. C. James, Denver.
Logan, Roswell.
under the common carriers' act Oliv
M. R. Mundoth, Denver.
er's wage was $25 a month, according
W. H. Rhodes, St. Louis.
to a statement by a railroad official,
Sam. Frledberg, St. Louis.
but his widow testified that
he
F. B. Weipton, Denver.
brought home on an average of $100
Jose T. Noe, St. Louis.
a month. Her counsel announced that
Julian Dreyfus, Albuquerque.
seventy-fivper cent of that amount
Coronado.
was received in "tips". This, it is
Esquipula Tafoya, Las Truchas.
generally thought, was the basis for
Michael Jones, Las Vegas.
cool.
Masedonio Trujillo, Las Vegas.
Dr. Fredholm, a resident of Trini the verdict. Only two witnesses
M. L. English, Hope.
dad, says that the island was probabRobt. Garrison, Lujan.
ly thrust up by the pressure of gas
Lorenzo Armljo, Glorieta.
originating from the decomposition of
PLAYERS'
PUIS MID
Jose M. Ortega, San Antonio.
carbonaceous matter found in connection with asphalt deposits for
which Trinidad is famous. He preNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
"The Traveling Salesman."
dicts that a flow of asphalt may follow
"The Traveling Salesman," James
(Publisher.).
and an asphalt lake may make its ap- Forbes' favorite
comes to Department of the Interior,
comedy,
on
the island.
pearance
the Elks' theater on December 4th. U. S. Land Of?" at Santa Fe. N. M.
"If no flow of asphalt follows, how Mr. Forbes as a creator of risible exNovember 15, 1911.
ever," he says, "the only result of
sprang into prominence by Notice Is hereby given that Luciano
the upheaval will be a mud volcano pressions,
reason of "The Chorus Lady," but he Ortega, of Lamy, N. M., who, on Octoso common along the southern shore. has more than
duplicated his first ber 18, 1911, made homestead 10134,
Such a volcano on a bank raised but success with
"The Traveling Sales- No 07888, for SE
section 35, townslightly above the sea level would man." The play is a humorous expo ship 14 N, range 11 E, N. M. meridian,
probably not remain above the sur- sition of the life of a modern drum ffaas filed notice of intention
to, make
face very long, for the debris would mer, a character which
every man, final
proof, to establish claim
soon be washed away and the vents, woman and child
in this country to the land .above described, before
once below water, would become seems familiar. A
special company Register or Receiver, V. S. Land Ofchoked by sedimentary deposits. It of actors of
proved ability has been fice, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 26th
would, therefore, not be surprising if engaged to Interpret the various char day of
December, 1911.
the new island dropped into the sea acters. The "drummer," Bob Blake,
Claimant names as witness:
as
as
lt emerged."
quickly
again
will be played here
Don MacMil- Eulogio Sandoval, George Lathrop,
Residents of the little settlement lan, an actor of muchby
in Filiberto Martinez, Francisco Sandoprominence
of Erin and Chatham, on the southern
comedy roles, and the opposite part val, all of Lamy, N. M.
coast of Trinidad, were greatly terri- Beth Elliott, is id the hands
of Doro
MANUEL OTERO,
fied when the island appeared, and
thy Grey.
Register.
many of them fled from their homes,
dragging their belongings Into the
For
and tickling - Are You a Seller? An anrertlse-men- t
Bush.
Others knelt in prayer m the in the coughing, dryness
throat hoarseness and all
In the classified columns of the
streets or rushed to the churches.
and colds, take Foley's Honey New Mexican will put your real estate
Great fear was in the minds oX all, coughs
Contains no on fhe market effectively. It will put
as memories of Martinique were awak- and Tar Compound.
the tacts of your property before the
opiates.
ened.
For sale by all druggists.
eyes of all possible bayex.
A fisherman at midday on Saturday,
November 4, first noticed signs of disturbances In the sea. The water was
dirty and murky," but no land was
JSasW
then in sight.
But about 6 o'clock
efeBvcfesL
that evening, the people of Erin and
other points nearby were startled to
see a great column of fire shoot up
from the bosom of the water. Dense
smoke followed the flame, and there
were further intermittent flashes of
sssk
fire, accompanied by a rumbling as of
cea
ecu,
x :
hzz,
thunder.
When the smoke cleared
away it was seen that a new island
OMtttaw .iatec Spris? BHaon Water.
had been created.- Flames continued
to flicker over the surface of the geoR B1T1H
graphical visitor throughout the night
rropnenrr,
but on the following morning they
had subsided and the governor and
party set out in a boat to claim the
new island for King George.
They
L. DeCLOW,
neared the island with extreme care
in the face of a choppy sea and a America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removhead wind.
A landing was effected
ing His Business to New Mexico.
with difficulty, and lt was quickly asI am arranging to 'change my business location from Cedar
certained that the surface of the island was yet warm and very soft and Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable pointnear by. I am
This made shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 1,
boiling hot underneath.
difficult
and
walking
dangerous and 1912, being my first consignment. I would like to correspond with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
boards were used for footing.
I can also furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
They found two craters on the Is- Mares.
land, five or six feet in diameter, al and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
though the highest part of the en- write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
tire stretch was not
more than
W. DeCLOW,
....
twelve or fifteen feet above the sur
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
face of the sea. Gas was escaping
I have
recently secured a special rate by express by which I can ship
from the craters and the air was sat
Jacks at lower rates than ever before. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rapurated with the smell of sulphur and ids,
la, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
oil.
Rocks were embedded in the
each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.
honeycomb surface of the island and
as many of them contained marked
traces of Iron pyrites, the theory was
advanced that these rocks, striking
together, had caused the flashes of
fire.
The fossilized remains of several strange marine animals were
found in the mud, but otherwise no
signs of sea life were visible.
As the island Is yet unrecorded on
marine charts, it is a menace to navigation, and the harbor aaster at
Trinidad has sent out a notice warn
All
ing all mariners that this part of the
south coast should be approached and
by Purchases Wsfla
navigated with great care until such
time as a detailed examination has
been made of the island and soundings
Orders
taken in the vicinity.
It is a tradition in Trinidad that a
U.
Mexico
flourishing settlement of Indians once
existed at La Brea,' on the north
coast of that point of the Island which
tUSUTTANCCS tZSTT BY TELCORAPH
Juts out toward Venesuela, and that lt
f
was destroyed by the sudden appearance of the now famous Pitch Lake
there. It is related that load explosions
D. BARNES,
were heard by Indiana in other Darts
of the Island, and that on lnvestlga-',- '
non-suite- d
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said in a dazed, un- IRRIGATION STATISTICS FOR
"It was gone when I
STATE OF WYOMING.
in the lunch room,
it everywhere."
More Than Twice the Acreage Than
MA80NI2.
Transfiguration.
in New Mexico Almost
Montezuma
Lodge
There was a sudden breathless
Are Invested.
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
change in the air of the department
You could have heard a pin drop.
Regular commuah
Addreas AcMADE:
REPORTS
Washington, D. C, Nov. 25. Direccation first Monday
"Better
Fe.
to
down
basement
the
go
Santa
Box
countant.
394,
Story of a Little Shop Girl and wash your face," said the mana- tor Durand, of the Bureau of the Cenof each month at
Department of Commerce and LaMasonic - Hall a
in New York
room house, 113
ger, awkardly, with unbelievsable sus, issued
FOR
RENT
Eight
bor,
today the first official state7.30.
East De Vargas. Apply Geo. M.
gentleness.
ment relative to the statistics of irCity
H. H. DORMAN,
"Well," she continued suddenly,
Master
the minute Catriona was out of ear- rigation in Wyoming. It is based on
a
CHAS.
E. LINNET.
preliminary comparative summary
shot, "I'm not so poor but I can help
Secretary.
SALE Xew upright Hall &
FOR
BUY HOUR PRESENTS
EARLY to make
that up." She took a dollar submitted by Dr. Le Grand Powers,
Sons" piano; mahogany, Cheap, 106
bill from her pocket book. Every one chief statician for the division of
Santa Fe Chapter Ne.
ave.
Grant
in the Bureau of the Cencontributed something, though seve1, R. A. M. Regular
under
sus,
whose
supervision it was
Struggle With Late Christmas ral girls went without their supper
convocation second
FOR SALE 1000 one and
for this purpose, and one girl walked prepared by R. P. Teele, special agent
Monday ot eacb month
Buyers Might Easily Be
home four miles after midnight. Al- in charge of irrigation. This sumShropshire Rams, ell A. No. 1
at Masonic Hall at
Spared.
stock. C. E. Hartley.
7:30 p. m.
together they could give nearly ten mary shows for both 1909 and 1899
the
number
of
farms irrigated, the
dollars.
JOHN H. WALKER.
The
(Exclusive Service
Survey Press
acreage irrigated, total length of ditEvery mother should be careful
H P.
Lost, Saturday evening, Nov. 18th,
Catriona Made Happy.
Bureau).
ches, and the average cost per acre
near the Plaza, alligator skin bag. Re- ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
that
the
children
take
their
The manager sidled awkwardly tobaths
it gives for the year 1910
ward for return with contents to E.
ward Catriona when she came back irrigated,
in a warm room. The chill of a
the acreage which existing enterShop early. Buy your ChristAlmon
Leonard, Catron Block.
Saata Fe Commander
face.
her
from washing
"Here, kid,"
mas presents EARLY early
were capable of supplying, the
cold room is dangerous after com-in- g
Ne. 1. K. T. Regular
she muttered sheepishly, pushing the prises
in the day and early in. Decemacreage included in existing projects
fourth Men-daconclave
hand.
into
the
little
Cat
and
money
man
WANTED
POSITION
girl's
By
ber. That will be your biggest
out of the hot water.
the number of independent enterin each month at
wife on ranch.
riona, pale and dazed, looked up at
Wife, to do housegift of the holidays to the
number
of
A Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater brings bathroom or bedroom
reservoirs, capacity
Masonic Hall at 7:31
her looked at the money, with a Bhy prises,
work. Man will do anything required
workers behind the counters
to just tne degree of warmth you want in five or ten minutes. All
excitement and happiness dawning in of reservoirs, number of flowing wells,
p. m.
of him. Address O. W. A., Port Ar
and on the delivery wagons.
you
have to do is to touch a match.
CHAS. A. WHEELOV. VL C.
her eyes. Then she cried again with number of wells pumped for irrigation,
thur, Texas.
W. E. GRIFFIN. Kecorder.
The Perfection Heater bums nine hours on one filling and
excitement and joy, and everyone the number of pumping plants, enand sent her oft again to wash gine capacity of pumping plants and
always ready for use. You can move it anywhere it is needed.
Mr. Salesman: Do you want fo get
This slogan has been made famous laughed
cost of works.
her face.
Santa Fe xxdge et
There is no waste of fuel and heat wanning unoccupied rooms.
out of a rut make $3000 upwards? Atby the National Consumers' League
The
is
classified
acreage
Perfection
No.
irrigated
by
1, 14t
Eyes Sparkled With Pleasure.
heat you want, when and where you want it.
the
Just
Satisline.
tractive
firm.
Wealthy
actuated by humanitarian
which,
That night everything was different the type of enterprise supplying wadegree. Ancient and AcThe Perfection is fitted with an automatic-lockin- g
E. B. Potter, The
factory
territory.
flame
reasons, has fought to modify the un in the
spreader
cepted Scottish Rite et
department. There had been ter and by the source of water supply.
that prevents the wick being turned high enough to smoke and is
Temple, Chicago.
incident to a real miracle
necessary hardships
The act of Congress of February 25,
of transfiguration. The
Free Masonry meets on
and
to
remove
back
when
two
weeks
Christmas shopping.
easy
For
drop
cleaning.
whole air of intercourse was changed. 1910, under which the census of irriFOR SALE Text-booon Paragon the third Monday of each month
Drams finished either in turquoise-blu- e
before Christmas most department All the
enamel or plain steel ; light and ooa.
girls were gentle and dignified gation is being taken, provides for colone week. at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
in
Shorthand.
Learned
and
durable
caul, yet strong
statable lor any room m any house,
stores do a "capacity business" and with each other.
full information concerning
Catriona's
eyes
lecting
in
Writers
Efcskrs everywhere: or vrite to ny aseacy of lbs
government employ. Can Masonic Hall, south side of Plata,
the pressure is intensified at every
sparkled with pleasure. Her caraworn the location, character, and cost of irbe learned without a teacher.
Price Visiting Fcotish Rite Masons are cor
from
records
the
Authentic
point.
Continental Oil Company
air was gone. She was a child again. rigation enterprises under national,
O. Box dially invited to attend.
H.
P.
reasonable.
M.,
Address,
of
and
lives
clerks, delivery boys
(Incorporated)
She had never had any physical love state, or private control; the acreage
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 82.
313, City.
(3t)
wagon drivers show that as a result liness before; but on that
hund of land irrigated; the prices at which
night
Venerable Master.
of the season of Christmas festival reds of
shoppers looked with land with water rights can be obtained
WANTED. To buy good life in- HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
and of charity for the lame, the halt, attentionpassing
at the delight and beauty and the quantity of water used for irsurance agency. Write giving full
Secretary.
and the blind, reduces to illness and or! her face.
names of companies, rep
rigation.
particulars,
exhaustion the young and faithful who
On the next day everything went
resented amount of renewals, and
It should be noted that the figures
serve us, seen and unseen.
P. O. E.
on as before.
The girls snapped at are
best cash price. A. Hall, 623 Benoist
to revision, after more
subject
fianta Fe Lodge No,
Meanness of Human Beings.
each other and jostled each other.
POLITICIANS!
MEXICO
NEW
AND
POLITICS
Mo.
St.
Louis,
Bldg.,
but it is not ex460, B. P. O. E. holds
A kind of meanness in human rela The beautiful manager swore.
One complete tabulation,
that there will be any materiIts regular session on
tions was witnessed by Miss Johnson girl came, looking so ill that Miss pected
BIG PROFITS for you!
Manufacal modification of the totals of percenthe second and fourth
an inquirer for the Consumers' League Johnson was terrified.
New Confection.
ture
Barley
Crisp.
tages
reported.
Wednesday of each
She Hoped to Die.
who worked in one of the stores dur
5c package costs you lc.
Machine
Acreage.Equipment, and Cost
month. Visiting broth"Can't you stop, Kitty? You look
ing the week of Christmas good-wilThe total number of farms Irrigated One Precinct Canvassed Votes Yes- elected, Mansker thought best to ob $3.00 prepaid. Samples FREE. Shafers are Invited and
Her actual experiences are told in a so sick. For heaven's sake, go home
tain a pardon. Governor William J fer Co., 528 Natoma St, San Francisin 1909 was 6,297, against 3,721 in
terday.
welcome.
volume entitled "Making Both Ends and rest."
1899, an Increase of 2,576, or 69.2 per
CARL A. BISHOP.
Acting in compliance with an order Mills of New Mexico asked it. So did co, Calif.
Meet" by Sue Ainslee Clark and Edith "I can't afford to go home."
J. D. SENA.
Exalted Ruler.
Cross and snappish as the girls cent. Between 1899 and 1909 the of Judge Clarence J. Roberts the elec many other influential men, who, alWyatt, of which the Macmillan comTYPEWRITERS.
Secretary.
were, they managed to spare Kitty, number of all farms in the state in- tion judges of Precinct No. 32, El though they differed from him in polpany is the publisher.
and to stand in front of her to con- creased 59.1 per cent. The per cent Pueblo, San Miguel county, canvassed itics, appreciated his reformation. Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Ne
The Rush.
"The 'rush' had begun when Miss ceal her idleness from the floor of the whole number of farms Irrigat- the ballots cast in that precinct in They wrote and came to Governor platens furnished. Ribbons and supP. W. FARMER
in this walker and give her a few minutes, ed in 1909 was 57.3. In 1899 the per the recent county and state election. Shafroth, and as a result the gover plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
Johnson was transferred
Homestead Ne.
She cent was 53.9, showing an increase in The result showed that H. O. Bursum nor yesterday issued the second full- - an rented. Standard makes handled
Christmas week from the necckwear occasional rest sitting down.
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KER MILLS, 753 Chestnut St., Phil
the still crowd of girls walked wanly 506,208 acres over the area Irrigated On the evening of election day- the
Work Incessant.
13514. M. W. A.
The work was incessant. The girls out of the great store into the brilliant in 1909. The area included in projects people of the precinct became excitadelphia.
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GERMAN-MILLE- D

press flour

bly due to the fact that Santa Feans
are getting a rest after the rush of
the busy week nvhile the Teachers'
convention was held here. The different card clubs have, of course, met
and the days "at home" have not been
forgotten. But barring these, the
only thing given aside of the usual
"run" was Mrs. Seligman's bridge
party and the annual Presbyterian
sale. However, things promise to be
more lively next week and already

every Baking Problem;
Finer-Whit- er

and More Uniform.
Made

by LARABEES
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PROCESS.
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5A ROGERS SILVERWARE';
COUPON IN EVERY SACKj

'S

Market,

Grocery, Bakery

ASK THE PRICE AND THEN CALL

Santa Fe, N. M.

Phone No. 4.
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Thanksgiving
Turkeys
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and

HAYWARD'S
Dont Get Stung
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ARD'S
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1911.

there are booked a luncheon on Wed tor, had accompanied the couple to
nesday, a card party on Thursday and the courthouse, and there the
wag performed.
Friday, and several Thanksgiving
Day dances.
Musicale at Loretto.
Rowson-Smit.
The Music Class of Loretto AcadIra G. Rowson of Santa Fe and Mrs. emy gave a very creditable recital in
Le Ella Smith of New York were unit honor of St. Cecilia in the Loretto Au
ed in marriage at the courthouse last ditorium last Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
evening by the Rev. J. M. Shimer of The faculty and other friends were
St. John's Methodist Episcopal church. highly entertained by the rendition of
Mr. Rowson has been a resident of the following program:
Santa Fe for the past, year and Mr. Love's Caprice
.Max Heindl
Misses A. Carrera & H. Gurule.
and Mrs. Rowson will be at home at
corner of East Palace Avenue and Del-- Hymn to St. Cecilia
Lorretto Choir.
gado Street.
There were a number of incidents Sketch of the life Of St. Cecilia
'
N. Needham..
before the wedding last evening that
bordered on the romantic. Mr. Row-so- "Evelina" Schottische, Piano Solo....
E. Krick.
who is an employe of the New
S. Schonbrun
Mexican Printing Company, went to "Fairy Echoes"
A. Kitchen.
the depot to go to French, there to
meet his intended bride. Fortunately "Eventide" .....Edward Dorn, op. 25.
L. Breckenridge.
H. S. Lutz, the agent, remarked inciSmallwood
dentally, that a lady had been inquir- "Fairy Barque"
M. Dorerty.
ing for Mr. Rowson, and thus Mr.
"La Grace"
Chas. Bohm, Op.302.
Rowson- learned that Mrs. Rowson-to-bM. Murphy. had arrived on No. 1.
"A Lovely Rose"
Edward Hoist
After supper, the couple found that
J. Hubbell.
in their bliss they had forgotten the
"Thine Forever," vocal solo
absolutely necessary marriage license.
Frederick Jerome
Probate Clerk George W. Armijo had
J. Black.
to be located and it was eleven p. m.
"Valse Bleue"
Alfred Marais
before the marriage license was is"
"
M. Staples.
sued. Mr. Shimer, the Methodist pas"To My Star"
Charles Bohm
cere-mon-

(Continued from Page Five.)
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Blade from grape Cream of Tar'
tars absolutely free from alum.

J. Black.

"Sixth Nocturne"

For sixty years American housewives have found Dr. Price's Cream
Baking Powder a guarantee of light,
pure and wholesome food.

Jno. Leybach

H. Gurule.

"Our Father"
Vocal Class.

JAMES

THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD

regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased In an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.
.

We have them the

VERITHIN

The Big Minstrel

IU.

415 Palace Avenue.

" It's the Watch for You."
if;

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try it.
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DAVID LOWITZKI,
JUST RECEIVED
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Hand Painted Pictures in fine frames
Ready made Frames all Sizes
TOYS!
TOYS!
TOYS!
Large stock, come and get a price on
FURNITURE AND QUEENSWARE.
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PHONE 56 BLACK.

Better Plumbing

nt

homes should have better bath rooms
"r ANY
than they now
We have always
'

have.

tried not only to do better
plumbing than we ever did 2L
before, but better tnan anybody else can do. The volume of work we are now
doing shows how we are sucWe use only genuine "ftftn&wf
plumbing fixtures and employ only
Our repairexperienced workmen.
ing service is prompt and reliable.

Santa Fe Hardware
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Supply Co

SANTA FE, N. M.
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Goods Sold on Easy Payments.
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C. McCONVERY,

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone, Black
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The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is

Cream
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Show.

The Elks have been very fortunate
in securing the services of Davies to
act as host at the Palm Beach Party
which is the opening scene of the big
minstrel show, that takes place at
the Elks' theater next Thursday night.
All those taking part are being well
drilled every night by Director Sapp
and when the day arrives for the show
they will be able to go through their
parts in real professional style. The
scene of the first part of the big min
strels is supposed to take place at
Palm Beach, Florida, where Mr. Davies is spending his winter months,
but on learning that a few of his San
ta Fe friends are at the resort he
decided to give a party in their honor
and the opening scene depicts Mr.
entertaining his guests. After
the beautiful opening chorus "Even
ing Time," there will be several solos
by guests of the party. Mr. Davies
announces to his guests that he has
engaged the Jolly Elk Minstrels from
Santa Fe to entertain them for the
evenjng and on singing the big ensemble number, the merry boys enter and
the rest of the evening is one big
laugh. While the grand medley is being sung the end men will go through
a series of drills and dancing steps
that will make the professional performer sit up and take notice. This
is only half the show for in the Olio
there will be several good specialties,
one of which Director Sapp himself
will put on and being a singer and
pianist of no mean ability, is bound
to please. Then comes the Burlesque
Da-vi-

Police Court, which is one scream from
start to finish. This is a very mild
description of the show, and if you
want an evening of real melody and
mirth, don't fail to get your tickets
early for Thanksgiving night Seats
will be reserved at Fischer's drug
store, Monday, November 27th, and if
you want a good seat, be sure to be
on hand, for judging from the general
enthusiasm shown by the public there
will be a rush for the box office on
the opening day.
Judge Clarence J. Roberts left this
afternoon for his home in Raton after
holding a short session of court in
Las Vegas. Las Vegas Optic.
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changed to 5c down with May deliv- ery 16.52 2 for pork; 9.471-- to 9.50
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TEXAS JUSTICE OF PEACE
HAS WIDE JURISDICTION.
San Antonio, 'Texas, Nov. 25.
Through a curious technicality of the
law, it has been discovered that a jusContinuance
Uneasiness Regarding
tice of peace in Texas has the power
of Wet Weather in Argentina
to set aside an order of the Railroad
Helps Prices.
Commission establishing a railroad
on the ground that it was unjust.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) rate,
Chicago. 111.. Nov. 25. Uneasiness A railroad appealed from a judgment
regarding the continuance of wet 'of $14 against it given in a justice
weather in the Argentine ' put wheat court and the appellate court held
prices today on the upgrade. The that the Justice of peace was wrong,;
to
higher. May bat under the circumstances it was
opening was
and rose! void. The supreme court refused to
started at 100 4 to 100
to 101
The close was steady at allow a writ of error, as all cases
for May a gain of
volving amounts under $20 come
buying gave a stronger tone in the jurisdiction of the justice court.

WHEAT AGAIN PASSES
THE DOLLAR MARK.
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That Handles the Best Make of Shoes for Men and Women
in the United States.
D

HANAN SHOES FOR MEN and OUE EN QUALITY FOR
WOMEN. They are REMARKABLE qualities. Isn't it remark-

A

able to find a Shoe Department where you can ask for any kind
of a shoe that is desirable and good and have the salesman
say, "Here it is?" ISN'T IT REMARKABLE to find a big
stack of shining new styles ?
THAT YOU ARE ABLE TO COUNT ON ONE STORE for the best possible values,
ISN'T IT REMARKABLE the best possible qualities and the best possible service in fitting your feet cor
rectly, stylish and comfortably ? ISN'T IT REMARKABLE TO FIND A SHOE DEPARTMENT that never asks you more
for a shoe than you are willing to pay. ' Lots of other REMARKABLE THINGS about our Reliable Shoe Department.

Come and See for Yourself
SAW FRANCISCO

STREET.

$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00

NATEM

and $6.00

.

